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Arrested protesters
allege racial injustice

RSA names
officers, goals

by Paula Wlnslow
staff reporter

Campus Safety and Security arrested 23 persons, most of them
University students, last night
and charged them with criminal
trespassing when they refused to
vacate the hallway in front of
President Hollis A. Moore Jr.'s office during a sit-in.
The protesters were taken to the
city Safety Building, where all
were released on their own
recognizance, said city police Lt.
William Fox.
They also were instructed to
cause no further disruption at the
University and to appear in Bowling Green Municipal Court at 2:30
p.m. Monday.
Criminal trespassing is a fourth
degree misdemeanor.
While chanting "We want
justice," the protesters were
removed from McFall Center at
about 7:45 p.m., four hours after
they began their sit-in protesting
Moore's "inadequate" response
to Latino students' allegations of
racial injustice here.

Permanent establishment of
the food coupon grace period is
one of the goals of Resident
Student Association, newlyelected RSA president, Steve
Perrine said Monday night.
Also at their Monday
meeting, RSA members elected
the following to executive positions: Lori Castiglione, vice
president; Mary Kay Zajac,
treasurer; and Marty Smith,
publicity coordinator.
RSA promotes better living
conditions in the residence
halls, and the initiation of the
food coupon grace period is one
way it has benefited on-campus
students, Perrine said.
In the last year, RSA also has
improved the residence hall
sign-up procedures for rising
sophomores, instituted the
policy of placing names and addresses on the back of the room
assignment cards and proposed
the formation of a livinglearning hall which would be
co-ed by rooms, he added.
In addition to following
through on current projects,
Perrine said his goals for next
year include increasing the
value of residence hall living,
establishing better communication between living units on
campus and informing students
about RSA's function and purpose.

weather
Partly cloudy, cool. High
55FU3C),low30F(-lC),20
percent chance of precipitation.
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SGA opposes S/U option,
halted beer delivery
by Mary Alice Hentges
staff reporter

Student Government Association last night took stand on two of
the more controversial issues at the University - the recent halt in
on-campus beer delivery and a Faculty Senate committee's proposal to reduce the number of S U options.
A motion to endorse efforts made by students to fight the recent
end in beer distribution by area beverage outlets was supported
unanimously by SGA.
"On campus there is a growing concern about beer delivery,"
Dana L. Kortokrax said before turning the discussion over to
Lance Mitchell, president of Interfraternity Council.
Mitchell outlined the reasons claimed by area businesses for the
boycott, which include a cut in their sales and a question regarding the legality of distributing beer to on-campus residents.
MITCHELL REQUESTED greater student response concerning the issue, adding that he would like to see the situation resolved without a need for legal action.
In other business, a motion was made to oppose the attempt to
reduce the number of S U courses taken by students from 12 to 4.
Although that proposal was narrowly defeated in Faculty
Senate's meeting Tuesday, Academic Affairs Coordinator Lyle
Ganske said he is convinced the issue will come up at Faculty
Senate's next meeting.
Ganske said the issue was raised because students wishing to
get into graduate school or graduate with honors could not
because of the number of S U courses they had taken.
Students affected by this should be informed of the problems
they may run into, rather than depriving the entire student body
ofS U options, Ganske said.
OFF-CAMPUS Senator Beth Ellenberger said the Commuter
Center has agreed to draw up a resolution opposing the reduction
in S/ U courses if the proposal is brought up again by Faculty
Senate.
SGA will ask for the support of other campus organizations on
this issue, Ellenberger said.
SGA's Escort Service will be reinstituted beginning fall quarter,
SGA Senator Karen Kampe, said, adding that attempts are being
made to make the service more efficient and readily available to
students.
Kampe said she is working with William R. Bess, director of
Campus Safety and Security, in an attempt to centralize the service. In this way, students could be escorted by residents of nearby dormitories, Kampe said.
In addition, an attempt is being made to make students more
aware of breaking and entering dormitories, she said. Police have
been asked to speak in women's dormitories, stressing the importance of keeping doors locked, Kampe said.
A PROGRAM "to give students a better idea of off-campus life"
will be presented to dorm residents at the end of this quarter, SGA
Senator Susan Luxon said.

THE CHARGES were made in a
21-page statement of concern
presented to Moore April 28 by the
Ad Hoc Committee on Latino Concerns. In the document the committee, comprised of seven Latino
students, included a history of
their grievances and a list of eight
demands to resolve them.
Moore responded by ordering
three separate investigations of
the charges by the Human Relations Commission, the Equal Opportunity Committee and a
special committee formed to ad-

dress complaints that fall outside
HRC's and EOC's realm.
Dissatisfied, the Latinos held a
press conference yesterday morning outlining their position, followed by a solidarity rally around
noon in front of Williams Hall,
featuring speakers, music and
dancing, and finally, the sit-in.
Protesting students began
trickling into McFall Center about
3:45 p.m., armed with sleeping
bags, books, food and a television
and parked themselves in the second floor hallway when they
found that the door to Moore's office had been locked by the
secretaries inside.
Moore was not in his office
yesterday afternoon, but rather at
a previous outside appointment.
AT ABOUT 4:15 p.m.. Dr.
Richard R. Eakin, vice provost
for institutional planning and student affairs, told the students they
should be out of the hallway by 5
p.m. when that floor is locked, but
his warning was unheeded.
About an hour later Manuel
Vadillo, Hispanic specialist with
the Student Development Program, emerged from a meeting
with several administrators and
warned the students that if they
did not leave the building by its 7
p.m. closing time the students
would be removed.
"As my job I'm going to ask you
to leave," said Vadillo, who said
he was at the sit-in as part of his
job. and at the press conference
earlier to speak for the Latino's
cause. "That is what I am instructed to do, but I cannot force
you."
continued on page 5

Academic Council votes in favor of quarters
by Diane Rado
staff reporter

Acting on a motion tabled at last
week's meeting, Academic Council voted yesterday 14-6 in favor of
retaining the quarter system
rather than changing to
semesters.
The decision to remain on
quarters was reached despite concerns voiced by representatives of
the College of Arts and Sciences.
"A quarter system emphasizes
the processing of students rather
than their real educational
needs," Dr. John G. Eriksen,
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences, stressed.
Dr. Donald V. De Rosa, chairman of the psychology department, said, "People don't have
the opportunity to complete work
in the time allotted in a quarter."
He added, "many graduate
students favor a switch just for a
chance to complete the work.''
IN A QUARTER, an accumulation of six academic periods of

time is lost by students checking
in and out materials to be used in
a lab, Dr. Douglas C. Neckers,
chairman of the chemistry
department, said. In a semester
system, only four periods would
be lost for this "mechanical activity," he added.
The lost time "could be crucial
to the academic well-being of the
student in the future," Neckers
said.
Before the motion to retain the
quarter system was passed, Dr.
Charles F. Mott, associate professor of applied statistics and
operations research, said he
sensed a feeling developing that
"if one votes in favor of
semesters, he is in favor of
academics, and if one votes for
quarters, he is not in favor of
academics."
Also at the meeting, Dr.
Thomas L. Kinney, professor of
English, and Dr. David J. Hyslop,
associate professor of business
education, presented to council a
proposal to establish a faculty

development center at the University.
THE CENTER would serve two
main functions, Kinney said.
"It would be a counseling center
for faculty members on the eve of
retirement interested in a career
change or wanting advice from
persons outside of their departments," he said.
But the center would act mostly
as a teaching improvement
center, Kinney added.
"A teacher could go outside of
the University's evaluation
system for help in developing
courses and methods in
teaching," he said.
The center, which would be
open at least six hours for five
days a week would provide such
services as:
•assisting faculty in improving
teaching skills by use of audio
visuals, computer-assisted instruction and differing questioning strategies;
• recommending specialists on
campus to assist faculty in con-

structing tests, course objectives
and designing and evaluating student performance;
.providing a library dealing with
teaching skills and the psychology
of learning;
• assisting faculty in designing
leave programs and locating
retraining programs and
workshops; and
• counseling on career goals and
opportunities and retirement programs.
Dr. William R Rock, professor
of history, however, questioned
the willingness of faculty
members to make use of such a
center.
"How many faculty members
do you know who thing they are
poor teachers. " Rock asked. He
added, "It will take courage for a
teacher to go in the center and say
'I'm in bad shape'"
Also, Rock said that "no one yet
has discovered what good
teaching really is."

Precautions:
BA faculty increases test security
"The No. 1 thing to look at is the
new sensitivity and awareness of
faculty members toward
Exam scam has left a mark on misbehavior on the parts of
University history. It also has various people and groups," Vogt
made an imprint on the attitudes said.
of professors about testing and
security procedures.
PROFESSORS REALIZE the
Professors, instructors and possibility of having their tests
graduate students in the College stolen, he added, noting. "Exams
of Business Administration point are taken home at night or locked
out increased security measures up instead of being left on office
in the building since some Univer- desks now."
The college has made security
sity students allegedly stole tests.
All departments have acquired suggestions to faculty members
steel, security-type file cabinets but it's not enforcing any rules,
for storing tests, with steel bars Vogt said. "Each faculty member
and locks to make them "burglar is aware of the problem and is
proof," said Dr. Karl E. Vogt, behaving appropriately," he adddean of the College of Business ed.
Security has gone beyond
Administration.
by Kim VanWert
staff reporter

recommendations of the dean,
however, with professors acting
individually to improve their
testing procedures.
Elininating his old exams, Dr.
William R. Hoskins, a marketing
professor, said he is "starting
completely from scratch."
HOSKINS SAID he is basing his
tests more on essay than objective
questions, and that about half of
the questions are new.
"I keep all my tests under lock
and key now and will not see them
until the day before the test," he
said. "I never really perceived a
problem in the past. That doesn't
mean that there wasn't one. I just
am more precautionary now."
Also making a point of changing

his exams. Dr. James S. West,
associate professor of marketing,
said that in the past he might not
have made adequate changes in
his test to prevent cheating.
"The consciousness of professors on procedures has been
raised," he noted, adding that
now they are "definitely more
precautious."
WITH THREE of his marketing
tests taken in exam scam. Dr.
Richard W. Buchanan has implemented a new system in administering tests.
"My tests used to have some
questions on them from previous
exams, but now I make sure I use
all new questions," he said, noting
that when he does use stundartHz•*•-
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opinion,
LSU requests need
Foosball, beer and women, but not studying
impartial investigation
In the last two years, spring quarter has been the time
when yarious organizations have presented the University
administration with demands or special requests.
Last week, it became public that the Latin Student Union
made eight requests of the administration in April to
resolve "historic neglect and de-facto institutional racism"
toward Latinos at the University.
Investigations must be completed before we can address
the validity of LSU's requests. But the question is whether
the administration is taking the proper action in investigating those concerns.
The administration has delegated the investigatory
responsibilities to three groups: the Human Relations
Commission, the Equal Opportunity Committee and a
special five-member study committee. HRC will investigate allegations of human rights, EOC will study
allegations of affirmative action and recruitment neglect
and the special committee will examine the Student
Development Program and other concerns.
However, there are several people on those committees
who also are involved in the controversy. Clarence Terry
Jr., SDP director, is chairman of HRC. Dr. John Newby,
director of the Developmental Education Program, is an
EOC member.
*We are not saying that either Terry or Newby are involved in conflicts of interest; only through a thorough and
impartial investigation will that be determined.
Ensuring an impartial investigation is the only way the
administration can deal effectively with the Latino
grievances. But objectivity may be difficult for some
members of those committees when they know they are
investigating their own associates.
It is too early to pass judgment on the validity of the
Latino concerns, but it appears that the administration
could have avoided more problems by delegating the investigatory responsibilities to persons or committees that
are not involved in the controversy.

"So anyway, I'm sitting in my
dorm room the night before the
poli sci midterm and I'm getting
kind of worried because I hadn't
really read the stuff and the test is
one half of my grade and I need
the credit and besides if I flunk my
mom's gonna have a conniption fit
and probably cut off my monthly
allowance.
"So I'm sitting there tryin' to
read and concentrate when Bill
from upstairs knocks on the door
and challenges me to the world
series of foosball. Well you know
me, never one to run from a
challenge and all, so I tell him I'll
whoop his behind in a best two out
of three then I'll go back and hit
the books.
"So we get to the foosball table
and wouldn't you know two
geasers in ponytails and scraggly
beards are playin' so we have to
sit around for awhile until they're
finished. But then, in a fit of
egocentricity, I challenge these
two '60s throwbacks to a match,
winner controls the table.
"In an unbelievable display of

focus

Gary Benz
stall reporter

luck, Bill and I win six to four and
these two geasers go crying in
their beer.
"SO AS Bill and I are playin',
we're also drinkin' cause anyone
who plays foosball knows you have
to drink to play better. I take the
first game and Bill takes the
second game, but I came back to
pummel him in the third. By this
time Bill and I had four beers each
and he was kinda upset 'cause he
lost the world series so he says
that we should play three out of
five. Soon three out of five turns
into 78 out of 81, which I eventually
win but not without a case of beer
or so in me.
"So I stagger back to my room
and pull out my poli sci book but
by this time it's probably two in
the morning and I'm gettin' kind

of tired. Before I could make it
down to the John to wash up, I
passed out.
"So I wake up the next morning
at about 8:30 and I found that I
passed out on my book and all the
pages were wrinkled, making it
nearly impossible to read. But I
started readin' it anyway but I
was gettin' kind of hungry so I
went down to the cafeteria to get
some grub.
"So I'm sittin' there eatin' and
all when this girl I hadn't seen
since junior high comes up to me
and tells me she thinks she knows
me. Well we get to talkin' and the
next thing I notice is it's about
11:30 a.m. and we're in her room
makin' out like bandits.

"WELL I MUST have lost track
of time 'cause I ran to class and it
was just startin' and the prof was
passing out the midterm.
"So I'm sittin' there racking my
brain tryin' to come up with the
answers and I noticed this dude in
the next row was cheatin' and I
mean he was cheatin'. Well I may

not be the best student, but I'm
certainly no cheater either.
"Well we hand the tests back in
and now its about a week later and
we get them back. Well I lucked
out and got a C minus but the guy
that was cheatin' got an A. Can
you believe it, that cheat got an A.
'Well, hell, I'm on fire cause I
got burned, and, what's worse is
this dude starts braggin' about his
good grade. So I get back to the
dorm and I tell Bill all about it and
he gets real mad with me. So we
didn't know what to do, so we just
sat around steamin'.
••I STARTED gettin' real mad
and philosophical and thinkin' that
cheatin' might be the only way to
get through this institution. But
then the phone rings and it's that
girl I met in the cafeteria and she
asks me if I want to come over and
continue where we left off.
"So I'm leavin' as Bill's mutterin' somethin' about gettin' even
with that cheat, but I'm out the
door and in that girl's arms before
he ever got a chance to finish."

Rosie Ruiz: Heroine of
the out-of-shape crowd
BOSTON -- Non-runners in
America, who outnumber runners by
at least three to one, have a new
heroine. Her name is Rosie Ruiz.
Rosie claims to have finished first
among the women in the sacred 26mile Boston Marathon. She is supposed to have done it in the exceptional time of 2:31.56, the thirdfastest 26-mile race ever run by a
member of her sex.
After the race there was some
question that Rosie ever ran the 26
miles.
While the rest of the world has
returned to more mundane matters,
the question of whether Rosie did or
didn't will be debated in Boston for
years to come.
IF ROSIE did, then we non-runners
have no interest in her. But if she
didn't, but claims she did, then she's
our kind of girl.
Pew will admit it, but those of us
who don't run are getting terribly
tired of people who do. It's a free
country and anybody who wants to is
entitled to run. But in recent years
runners have come out of the closet
and insist on talking about it.
You go into the office feeling lousy
and some fresh-faced healthy male
or female will come by the desk and
say "I did five miles this morning."
"Fantastic," you say, "I did the
crossword puzzle on the bus."

focus
Art Buchwald
syndicated columnist

terrible."
"The reason I look terrible is I feel
terrible. And the only reason I feel
terrible is you look good. Now leave
me alone."
If runners just ran in the morning
it wouldn't be so bad. But more and
more of them are now running during
their lunch hour.
"You shouldn't have lunch. People
eat and drink too much, and it isn't
healthy for them."
"I KNOW," I say, "but I like lunch,
and it gives me a chance to talk to
other people who also like lunch and
are in as bad a shape as I am."
That's why non-runners hate
runners. They make us feel guilty
because we dont enjoy pounding the
pavements every day, gasping for
air, with perspiration pouring down
into our socks.
And that is why Rosie Ruiz' feat
has so much meaning for us.

SOME MIGHT call it cheating and
unsportsmanlike but I like to think
it's just getting even - getting even
with all the runners in the country
THEY DON'T let it go at that. "I who won't let us non-runners do our
don't smoke, and I don't drink coffee own thing.
and I feel like a million dollars. You
(c) 1980, Los Angeles Times
ought to run in the morning. You look Syndicate.
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The News says you're apathetic; you're not?
The other day, I happened into a
friend I hadn't seen in quite awhile.
As we talked about things old and
new, humble and grand, we somehow
wandered into politics.
"Pat," he said, "you've written a
couple of articles this year for the
paper - why don't you write
something political."
"Well, Ed . . .," I stammered, "I
would .. . But you know, there's one
problem - I'm apathetic. I don't
know why, when or how it happened - but I'm apathetic!"
"What..! (he backed away) You..
apathetic ... Gawd, I never would
have guessed."

met here - just because I was
apathetic and nobody would tell me."
"Wait a minute!" Ed said in a
calming voice. "Before you start
getting neurotic about the whole
thing, let me ask you one thing."
"Sure, go ahead."
"Just how did you find out you
were apathetic.."

"HEY," I said, "I'm just as
shocked as you. I mean all of a
sudden I've begun wondering how
many people have turned themselves
off to me in grade school or high
school - not to mention those I've

"WELL, UH, in The BG News of
course. For the last three years I've
read about low voter turnout in
elections, lack of student involvement with 'causes,' and stuff
like that, and according to the News,

"WELLI..."
"Listen. Those people don't have
anything to do but get a paper out.
So, they've got to write something.
When they don't have anything to say
about the trials and tribulations of
the journalism profession, or when
Slim Whitman press releases are
fewer and farther between, they pull

will to wish it upon you! I hope this
letter has some impact on you and
your thieving behavior. Maybe, just
maybe, you will think about the
victim instead of your material gain.

To all bike owners at the Univer- of wire wrapped chain that explodes
sity it would be wise to consult if cut. That would be quite a shock to
Campus Safety and Security for a thief!
Tool Sorrentino
information on the best lock and
222 Ashley
chain for bicycles. There is one type

focus
Pat Power
University student

apathy is the reason for it all."
"Apathy eh." Ed said with a
squinted eye.
"Yes, apathy. Anyway, I forget
when it happened but it struck me all
of a sudden that I was one of the
people all those articles had been
written about. Man, I almost thought
my chest was going to cave in . . .
that's quite a blow."
"Damn, Pat," Ed laughed as he
pulled out a cigarette and lit up, "you
sure take that stuff seriously don't
you."

out their file apathy article and
rewrite it to fit the occasion."
"Do you mean I'm not apathetic.."
I said as a half smile creased my
face.
"Only you can decide that," he
stated, pointing his cigarette at my
face. "I mean . . . that takes a lot of
nerve for someone to tell you, you
don't care."
"YOU'RE right," I said in a
confident tone, "maybe I will write
an article now. As for the News ..."
I had a growing urge to red-necked
with my next statement when Ed
sensed it and cut in.
"Hey, they can't help it I guess,"
he ventured, "they've got to get that
practical experience you know."
"I suppose you're right," I said.
"Well, Mr. Nerlin, I've got to run. It
was good talking to you. Take care."
"You too," Ed said, waving, "take
care."

letters.
Student upset about
bike theft on campus
Oh, you're really ingenious, aren't
you.. How you managed to steal my
bike and leave the lock untouched is
beyond my comprehension. To you,
sir thief, I am writing this letter. It's
well overdue, for this is the second
time that I have been robbed. Last
spring you took my bicycle. That
made it quite difficult to attend my
bicycling class, but I'm sure that you
would never have thought about that.
Is this how you pay for your
tuition.. Is this the quality of student
that attends Bowling Green.. Do you
steal exams, too.
Do you know what it's like to be a
victim.. If you don't, I hope you are
soon. In fact, I will use my strongest
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Strategy of Human Relations Workshops questioned
Human rights to be focus of noon forum May 28

by Paula Wlnslow
staff reporter

Some say it's best to go right to the because racism lies with everyone.
people at the top when you want It's not that i feel the student leaders
would come around and call me
results.
That is the theory used by the nigger'. My concern is it lies within
organizers of the Human Relations the student body itself."
Workshops at the University,
BECAUSE OF those concerns,
designed for the leaders of 16 student Pittman and Student Government
groups to learn how to improve the Association President Dana Korties between minority and non- tokraz proposed that the HRW sponsor
a two-hour noontime forum May 28
minority groups.
But Ananais Pittman, Black featuring speakers who will explain
Student Union president and par- what human rights are all about.
Others present at the workshop
ticipant in the workshop, told other
representatives
from
students at Sunday's workshop he were
doesn't think that strategy will work. Panhellenic Council, Interfratemity
"They were looking past the Council, Graduate Student Senate,
masses of the people," Pittman said. Resident Student Association, Union
"It has to be aimed at the masses Activities Organization, Commuter

•
Off-Campus Organization, African
Peoples Association and Women for
Women.'
Pittman said the speakers, who
have not yet been chosen, will talk
about "human rights and why there
is a need for them and question why
people act the way they do."
Workshop participants plan to ask
Dr. Richard R. Eakin, vice provost
for institutional planning and student
affairs, for financial support from the
University for the session, Kortokrax
said.
SHE ADDED that the forum will
act as a prototype for other more
specific workshops that are planned
for fall quarter.

straight what the other organizations
are doing," Kortokrax said. "Then
it's a filter-through process. When we
get back to our organizations, we
educate our members, the people we
represent."
The workshop is a step, albeit a
small one, in that education process,
Pittman said.
"It's not a viable solution to
anything. Some people will evaluate
what is said, most probably wont,"
he said. "But it's a start."

Pittman said the BSU thought the deal more directly with students, but
workshop was not accomplishing Gerald Krygier, GSS representative
what it was meant to do. The at the session, said starting with
workshop was conceived in response organization leaders was a necessary
to several demands for equal and fair step.
treatment presented last spring by
minority students to the ad"WE NEED TO have people that
ministration.
do have authority to make things
"Unless the HRW would come up happen sit down and talk about it,"
with some effective solutions we Krygier said. "That's the power of
(BSU) could not support HRW now or this type of organization."
in the future, prompting us to go back
Kortokrax also said the workshop He said workshop members should
to the administration asking for needed to deal with student leaders work to make human rights
restructuring of HRW so it would before addressing the entire campus awareness part of a professional
address itself to the masses," Pitt- community.
program at the University, utilizing
man said.
University personnel who are skilled
Other workshop participants
"What I perceive the workshop as in organizing workshops and
agreed with Pittman that they should doing is for all of us (leaders) to get speakers about those topics.

briefs
Artists exhibit works

International Coffee Hour

The Women's Art Alliance, a newly formed group of area artists, will
present an exhibit of photography, ceramics, sculpture, fiber, prints,
paintings and drawings through May 18 from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the
Sundance Photography Studio and Gallery, 315 E. Wooster St.

The Barry Kiener Trio will perform at 8 p.m. today in Bryan Recital
Hall, Musical Arts Center. Admission is $1. The trio has appeared on the
Tonight Show and has recorded with Buddy Rich, Woody Herman and
Sammy Davis Jr. It also will play at 2:30 p.m. today in the recital hall and
will conduct clinics in 1004, 2121 and 3010 Musical Arts Center at 3:30 p.m.
The afternoon events are free.

Preferred Properties Co.
Houses, Apts., Efficiencies
Ph. 352-9378 at Piedmont Apt.'s
Cherry Wood Club
Office dairy Mon.-Fri. &
Sat. afternoon in April

ERA march tickets offered

Students to perform
Rec center photo IDs offered

BSU meeting

Student Recreation Center photo IDs are available for $1, but beginning
summer quarter they will cost $2. IDs are updated each quarter with the
current quarter validation sticker at no added cost.

CINDY LEIGHNER

Burlinqton

ON BEING

t,

Love, Delta Zeta
1616 E. Wooster, Stadium Plaza, B.G.
PH. 352-2533

PERMANENT
TEXTURIZED
DESIGN

Robert E. Klein & Associates, Optometrists

BUY 1 PAIR OF PRESCRIPTION

EYEGLASSES-QO/O

Consultotion plus
o design perm plus
o precision haircut
equals
a beautiful
personalized hair
design.

Jh&

i

Black Student Union will meet today at 7:30 p.m. in the Amani Room
Northeast Commons. The meeting, which is open to the public, will discuss
the proposed cut of S / U options.

CONGRATULATIONS

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

Stop in today; the
consultation is
free.

Tickets to Chicago for the National March for Ratification of the Equal
Rights Amendment are available in the Women's Center, 315D Student
Services Bldg. The cost is $16.

The Union Activities Organization will feature student performers today
and tomorrow, 8-11 p.m., in the Side Door, Union. Admission is 50 cents.

Barry Kiener trio to perform

No. 1
MANAGEMENT

Visiting poet to read
Visiting poet Tess Gallagher, an assistant professor of creative writing
at the University of Arizona, will read from her works at 8 p.m. today in
the Recital Hall of the Old Music Building. The reading is free and public.

An International Coffee Hour will be today from 1:30-3:30 p.m. in 16
Williams Hall. Coffee and cookies will be served, and the event is free and
public.

Day Service
Often Available - Phone First

352-7031

I

HOURS
Mon.-Thurs. 8a.m.-8p.m.

Includes

fashion frames
sunglasses
tingl* vision.

AND GET EVERY
ADDITIONAL!
PAIR FOR

OFF
tM refVMr
lew price
until *Uy 15

coated and plastic
l«mes ... in your
prescription

Fridoy 8 a.m.-4p.m.
Saturday 9a.m.-3p.m.
-.fto.4* It*. -

ARRANGEMENT
123 E. Court
352-4101
Appointments not always necessary.

;wrs

3M JP HOUBS 6 OO MO Ml
1*953 KRAMER ROAD
ftOWliAK. "jBfeN.OHIO

Start
the b

jr eye wardrobe at Burlington Optical and create a stir with
'dressed eyes in town, at the best-looking prices in town!

m

We use ond recommend ^KLL/KENproducts
BURLINGTON
1 YR. GUARANTEE

30th Annual
Selta %Htlon like State
11:00 A.M. Saturday, May 10
College Park
Sub-me-Quick introduces the premiere of the Break
Away Sub at the Delta Upsilon Bike Race 11 A.M.
May 10th, behind Offenhauer on North College Rd.
A free soft drink will be given with each purchase of
a sub plus 25c will be donated to Wood County
Lung Association.

eURUNGtON ouorontMt yovr
"•w glottal lo* one »*o< Irom
dote O* purchase Arty brofcon
port will be r*poir«d o< roplor
ed ItM o» <Norge Juit bong
broken glaitet ond prod of

■JnHl/^^'lfi-rl'rftfrlM

pu'thoM <o an, ev'lington Op
tKOl Corns* to* prompt %t
• ><• ' "Ser.ice does not (Over
loot the* or MtaKhtd Iromtt
Or l«ntei

Coupon
Introductory effort Your choice!

m BURLINGTON OPTICAL

CONTACT LENS

SALE!

IN. INMUUM
MftDB
M
i n HJIO CONTACT IINSO

Expires
May IS
'ProlMtlonol U*a not Included

M UN DUPlKtTI tool PlIKII'llON IM« TM CUUB YOU «1 NOW WUIHKI .

OPEN MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 9-6; THURSDAY TILL 8 P.M.; SATURDAY

9-2
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50% off
first quality

IIIMII

Orig. $7.75-$12.75. Polyester/cotton percale. Twin, full, queen and
king. Sale $3.17 $6.37.

•5.99* 14.99
mattress padi
Special purchase. Covers tops
and sides. Polyester cover with
polyester
filling.
Twin,
full,
queen, king.

50% off
famous maker comforters
Orig. $30 $60 Whitney. Barclay.
New Haven. Assorted patterns.
Twin.
full.
queen/king.
$9.99-$29.99.

**- *I* -**

19'

each

striped kitchen towels
Special purchase. Great towels
for dishes, dusting, car, boat,
anywhere. Polyester/cotton.

25% off
misses' terry shorts, tops
"•g $8-$14. Cotton/polyester or
cotton. Shorts 8-16. $5.99$ 10 99
Tops S-M-L. $7.99-$10.99.

20% off
misses' summer skirts
Reg. $13-$20. Cotton/polyester
solids and prints. Several styles to
choose. Misses' 8-18.

$

$

5.99- 9.99

misses' coordinates
Orig.
$15.99-$31.99
Famous
makers and more. Blazers, skirts,
blouses, pants. Misses' 8-18.

$

4.99

9.99

9.99

junior terry jumpsuits
Orig. $29.99-$39.99. Great for
any summer funtime. Assorted
colors. Juniors' 6-14,

6.99

99'

|unlor terry short sets
Orig. $15. Polyester/cotton terry
at substantial savings. Assorted
summer colors. S-M-L.

misses' stretch bras
Orig. $4.50-$8.50. Some styles
with matching bikinis. Assorted
pastels. Broken sizes available.

•3.99*9.99
junior coordinates
Polyester and polyester/cotton.
Ponts. skirts, blouses, vests and
more. Assorted colors. 5-13.

18.88
ladies' Advance watch
Reg. $25. Silvertone only. LCD.
reod out; doy, date, time, seconds. Only 15 to sell, so hurry!

1.59

•12.99

political mugs

misses' pull-on pants

junior denim jeans

Orig. $21. Pants from Davenshire.
Basic colors, very comfortable.
Misses 8-18.

Orig. $24 $26 Cotton denim blue
jeans from levi's® and Brittania,
others. Hurry in. 5-13.

•5.99-$ 14.99

2for$5

Reg. $3.25. Choose your favorite
candidates. Ceramic mugs in
white. The collection includes
many favorites.

5.99

misses' coordinates

colorful costume jewelry

Orig. $12-$30. Save 50% on
skirts, pants, jackets, tops, more.
Assorted colors. Summer weight.
10-18.

Special purchase. Choose red.
white, navy and some black.
Bracelets, hoops, stud earrings,
more.

*3.99-*9.99

junior warm robes on sale
Orig. S33-S37.50. Choose from
the collection of styles and colors.
Juniors' 5-13.

carbonized steel hooks
Reg. S9.99-S38 Your choice of
several
different
sizes
and
shapes. One to fit your needs.

50% off

•7.99

Young Collector tops

selected 14KT gold jewelry

young men's knit shirts

Orig. $15-$48. Misses' sweaters.
blouses and many others to
choose. S-M-L ond 6-16, broken
sizes.

Orig. $26 $45. Necklace with 2 pt.
diamond, initial rings, more.
Most one of a kind. Broken selection.

Special purchase. Polyester/cotton in assorted stripes. Button
placket. S-M-L-XL.

•3.99

99'-$l .99

•1.99-$3.99

juniors' knit tops
Orig. $7. Polyester/cotton and
cotton knit tops. Great basics for
your wardrobe. S-M-L.

•3.99
junior terry shorts
Orig. $9. Polyester/cotton terrycloth in assorted styles and colors. S-M-L.

3.99
junior assorted blouses
Orig. $14-$I5. Polyester/cotton
for summer fashion ond comfort.
Assorted styles, colors. 5-13.

1.99
junior fashion swimwear
Orig. $20 $26 Hurry in for the
best selection. They won't last
long, only 30 to sell. 5 13.

costume jewelry
Orig.
$3.50-$8
Necklaces,
chains, bracelets, earrings, and
more. Goldtone and silvertone
available.

99<-*2.99

young men's shirts
Orig. $15-$24. long sleeve cut
and sewn shirts. Polyester/cotton. Assorted colors. S-M-L-XL.

20% off

misses' fashion scarves
Orig. $4-$10. Polyester scarves in
assorted shapes and colors. Oblongs and squares available.

*5.99-*7.99
misses' travel group
Orig. $11 $18. Vonity Fair group.
Gown, coat and pajamas. Light
weight lor summer. S-M-L.

young
Reg.
men's
stock.
items.

men's shirts, shorts
$8 $14.50. Every young
short and active shirt in
Jogging shorts, fashion
S to XI.

12.99
young men's levi's® jeans
Reg. $16.99. Straight leg, flare,
boot cut. Cotton denim jeans.
Blue. Young men's waist sizes
28-40.

•9.99
young men's dress slacks
Orig.
$21.
Polyester,
belted
slacks with some pleated front
styles included. Waists 30-36.

$

3.99-$5.99

men's long sleeve shirts
Orig. $10 $18. Famous brands
and our own included. Polyester
and
cotton.
Solids,
fancies.
Broken sizes.

•5.99*9.99
young men's fashion jeans
Orig. S17-S24. A great collection
from Levi's® and Brittania. Cotton. Assorted colors
Waists
30-36.

men's walking shorts

solid or print towels

Orig. $14. Polyester/cotton in
white. It. blue and tan. Great
styles and comfort. Waists 30-36.

Special
purchase
polyester/
cotton towels. Bath, hand and
wash. 1st quality and irregular.

99

3.99

young men's vests

men'* underwear

Orig. $I4-$18. A large selection
of vests in many styles and colors.
Dress ond casual included. S-M-LXL.

Orig. $3-$5 Gotten and polyester/cotton to choose. Solids
and fancies in the group. S Ml

XL.

7.99
Orig. $14. Great with jeans or
shorts
for
golf
or
tennis.
Polyester/cotton. S-M-l-Xl.

15.99
men's Izod® knit shirts
Orig. $19-$22. Polyester/cotton
for cool comfort. Blue, ton, red
and lots more. S-M-l-Xl.

•3.99

99*-$1.99

6.99

$

men's Munsingwear shirts

50% off
assorted pillows
Reg. $8-$16. Swan Lake feather
pillows or polyester filled from
Pillowtex.
Standard
size.
$3.99-$7.99.

$

3.99-$ 10.99

solid tablecloths
Special' purchase. Polyester/cotton and more. 52"x52", 52"x70".
60"x84", 70" round and other
popular sizes.

10.99

9.99
young men's Levi's® shirt
Orig. $18. Polyester/cotton plaids
in blues, browns, more. A large
selection. S-M-L-XL.

men's Wrangler® jeans
Reg. $13.99. Cotton. Flare and
western styled. All cotton in blue
denim. 28-40 w. 30-34 inseam.

•6.99

2.99

1st quality, irreg. towels

men's irreg. knit shirts

Special purchase. Body towels for
home or vacation use. Great for
the beach or sunning. Polyester/cotton.

If perfect $8-$10. Polyester/cotton in solid summer colors.
Crews, v-necks, more. S-M-L-XL.

59'-99'

•9.99

men's short sleeve shirts

contemporary placemats

men's Wrangler® cords

Orig. $18. All cotton, solid short
sleeve shirts. A summer favorite.
Tan or cream. Limited. S-M-l.

Special purchase. Natural fiber
and fabric placemats. Assorted
solids in the collection to accent
your table.

Reg. $12.99. Tan, grey or blue
polyester/cotton
corduroy.
Machine wash and dry. 28-38.

•9.99
men's slack sale
Orig. $20-$25. Cotton and polyester in brown, tan, blue and
more. Belted waists included.
30-40.

*14.99-*25.99

•3.99-*6.99
first quality rugs
Special purchase. Assorted colors
in 24"x36". 27"x48" and lid, 99\
All nylon for durability.

9.99
misses' Irreg. levi's® pants
If perfect $19.99-$24. All polyester for comfort and fit. Great
collection of solids. 8-18.

•2.99 twin

20% off

men's light weight jackets

Burlington Irreg. sheets

Connie YoYo's

Orig. $25 $55. Cotton and cotton/polyester in It. blue and
yellow, others. For spring or fall.
Sizes 38-46.

If perfect $6. Assorted cotton/polyester
patterns.
Full,
queen, cases if perf. $6 $8.
$3.99-$7.99.

Variety of colors and styles to
choose from. Sizes 5'/> m to 10
m-7 n to 9 n.

•9.99

vests, slocks

men's dress separates
Reg. $20. levi's® polyester separates. Grey, brown, navy. Slacks
30-40. Jackets. $39.99.

$

9.99 twin

packaged irreg. set sheets
1 flat. 1 fitted, 1 case in twin. 1 fitted, 2 cases in full, queen, king.
Full, queen, king. $14.99-$24.99.

limited quantities on torn* it»mj Intormodioto marfcdowns may hava boon takan. No moll or phono ordorl on thoto itomt.

Name Brand
Summer Sandals
$

12.99-$ 14.99
Sizes 5 Vi m to 10 m.

Lasalle's Hair In
Call or stop in and make an appointment between 7-10 p.m.
Thursday night and receive a 10%
discount on any service at
Lasalle's Hair In.
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FLOC seeks support of farmers

arrests

from page 1

Agricultural Agent, said the for workers that a financially
Fifteen minutes later Vadillo Developmental Education Profarmer is the "risk taker" in the stable corporation can.
repeated the message, but the gram to provide for Latino
"We invite the growers to fight farm labor issue because can"The corporation should be students
stayed, watching car- academic, social and cultural
the canneries with us," Baldemar neries are requiring farmers to socially responsible for the hardtoons,
making
sandwiches, talk- needs; and
Velasquez, president of the Farm mechanize because strikes by ships their decisions create. What
- affirmative action violation in
Labor Organizing Committee, farm workers can wipe out an en- is the difference between steel ing or napping.
hiring
at the University.
At
about
7
p.m.
Eakin
told
the
said Tuesday night during a tire season's crop. The high cost companies in Youngstown and
The students called for indiscussion of the farm labor issue. of mechanization in turn is driv- Cleveland being responsible for students if they did not leave
Velasquez, speaking in 115 ing fanners from their tomato their employees when they shift within 15 minutes they would be vestigations into their allegations,
dismissal of various adEducation Bldg, also called on fields, he said.
their steel business elsewhere and arrested for criminal trespassing
if found neglectful of
the University community to sup"The farmer is using his alter- the canneries displacing migrants and would be subject to possible ministrators
port FLOC's boycott of Campbell natives. He switches to growing by forcing mechanization?" disciplinary action by the Univer- their responsibilities to Latinos
and assurance that Latinos be
and Libby-McNeill-Libby pro- other crops like corn or soybeans, Velasquez asked. He added that sity, such as suspension.
regarded as separate from other
ducts until "they'll negotiate with raising hogs or dairy porducts, or taxpayers should not foot the comminorities at the University.
EAKIN
REPEATED
his
us."
he moves to off-farm employment panies' bills.
message at 7:15, this time giving
The students' role in such a rather than pay for mechanizademand was added to
boycott is a "traditional one of tion," Kimmett said.
FLOC wants the canneries to the students five minutes to leave. theA NINTH
students'
original list: that
Five
minutes
later,
William
Bess,
civil disobedience," Velasquez
Velasquez said Kimmett is establish a trust fund that would
said.
"right on the button about the be used to help workers displaced director of Campus Safety and "no faculty, staff or student suffer
Suggesting that migrants and farmer as risk-taker. It is the in- by mechanization, pay tuition for Security, gave the protesters any overt or subtle harassment or
farmers work together against dustry which does not function workers' children and help another five minutes to leave sanction for their active participation in this movement."
without force.
the canneries, Velasquez said the properly.
families struck by illness.
Carlos Flores, Latin Student
When
this
warning
also
went
farmer is not the real enemy of
"WHEN A HOOD contracts
Velasquez noted that the fund
migrant workers.
somebody to kill another person, also would help pay for an alter- unheeded, Campus Safety and Union president and leader of the
Security officers handcuffed the ad hoc committee, threatened
"THE TOMATO growers do not the killer is not the only one native way of life for migrants.
that the group would take legal
dictate policy. Farmers are bound responsible, though he takes the
"We're asking the canneries to protesters and escorted them action
if its demands are not met,
by contracts to produce the com- risks. The hood who contracted put a quarter or a half-million peacefully into two University
but
refused
to specify that action.
vans,
which
transported
them
to
pany ton, even the seeds in his him is responsible too for hiring dollars into a fund in which canFlores was one of those arrested
ground are not his own," he said.
him," Velasquez said, adding that neries in other states would pay the city Safety Building.
One of the protesters arrested, last night.
Don Kimmett, Putnam County farmers cannot provide benefits also," Velasquez said.
Referring to the Latinos'
Enrique Nazario, a teaching
fellow in ethnic studies, explained charges of an inadequate number
why he was willing to be arrested of Latinos here, Flores said he did
not know what an appropriate
for the Latino's cause.
"It will dramatize the situa- number of Latino students would
tion," Nazario said. "It will help be, but said it should be
by Joyce Null
followers of the Mormon Church for five genera- the administration understand ' 'drastically higher than it is."
"The University has made no
tions, and she says, "I just want the church out of that the students are very serious attempt
(at recruiting Latinos),"
Sonia Johnson, founder and president of "Morpolitics, or if it is in politics, I want it to play about what they believe."
Flores
said.
"We know there are
mons for ERA," will examine conflicts between
The
students
also
expressed
honestly.
feminist beliefs and the Mormon Church today at
their beliefs at a press conference Latinos out there. The University
The 43-year-old mother of four became involv8 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom.
ed in the ERA after testifying before a Senate earlier yesterday, where they ex- seems to ignore the fact that there
Johnson describes herself as a "Mormon down
subcommittee in support of an ERA extension plained their statement of con- are Latinos."
Vadillo of the Student Developcern.
to my toenails," but she was excommunicated by
bill.
ment
Program said at the press
the Mormon Church last December for her vocal
Johnson angered the hierarchy of the church,
support of the Equal Rights Amendment.
TERMED BY students as a conference that recruitment
who subsequently excommunicated her after a
Specifically, she exposed that Mormon women
"documented case of historic should be done in ghettos and in
trial by her local bishop and two male
had been ordered by church leaders to lobby
neglect and de-facto institutional Texas and Florida where Latinos
counselors.
against ERA, to pass out anti-ERA leaflets and
Excommunication, or disfellowship, prohibits racism," the statement deals with can be found. He added that more
Latino faculty and staff members
four areas:
to contribute to anti-ERA campaigns.
Johnson from holding church posts. However,
Mormon officials say that members may sup- low recruitment of Latino also are needed.
excommunication does not mean severance in
port the ERA privately, but argue that Johnson's
"ONLY LATINOS can relate to
the Mormon Church - Johnson still is urged to students, faculty and staff at the
public ERA crusade is an embarrassment to
University;
Latinos," Vadillo explained.
repent and come back to the fold.
Mormonism and undermines its teaching.
- unmet demands made of the
Citing the lack of social and
Johnson, who earned a doctoral degree in education from Rutgers University, now organizes administration last spring by cultural programs aimed at
protests, speaks to Mormon and non-Mormon several minority groups seeking Latinos at the University, Vadillo
SOME CHURCH members say Johnson meregroups around the country and hires planes to better treatment of minorities said the University also should
ly is challenging the church to publicize the
provide speakers and entertow banners which proclaim "Mormons for here;
ERA.
- the alleged failure of the Stu- tainers with whom Latinos can
ERA."
Members of her family have been faithful
dent Development Program and identify.
by Stephen Hudak

'Mormons for ERA' founder to discuss
conflict between church, feminist beliefs

"We have no role model to look
upon," he said. "We want Latinos
to come here to do programs for
us."
To garner support and to
display the various aspects of
Latino cultural heritage, the
students held a rally after the
press conference, drawing about
85 people at its peak.
Surrounded by signs proclaiming, "Support the Latino cause,"
"We want fair hiring" and "Fight
our problems, Fight for Latinos,
Fight back," the crowd heard
area Latinos announce their support for the students.
Virginia C. Ortega, of the northwest Ohio branch of the Commission on Spanish Speaking Affairs, told the group the commission passed a resolution of support
yesterday for the Latinos calling
for an investigation of their
allegations.
THE STATEWIDE commission, which was appointed by Gov.
James A. Rhodes, specified that
the investigation involve the state
Department of Education, the
Ohio Board of Regents and the
Ohio Civil Rights Commission.
The Latinos also received backing at the rally from individuals
from the Farm Labor Organizing
Committee, La Raza Unida Ohio,
the Department for the Spanish
Speaking of the Catholic Diocese
of Toledo, and the University
chapters of the Young Socialist
Alliance, Women for Women and
the Social Justice Committee.
Between speakers, the students
played guitars, flutes and other
Latin instruments, sang Spanish
songs and performed Latino folk
dances. But despite their apparently joyful mood, the students
said the show was not a celebration, but a display of their
heritage.
"We have something to offer
here," Flores said. "If the University can get something out of their
pockets we can have a lot more of
this. With our limited funds we
can do nothing."
The administration had no comment about yesterday's events.

FEATURING
Arts, Crafts, Creative Writing,
Dance, Film, Music
and Theatre
NOW THRU MAY 11
Friday. May 9
Noon
Noon

BCHS Chorus. Wood County Library Courtyard. Free

Crafts Fair. Union Oval, Free.
8:00p.m. Creative Arb Program concert featuring 17-year-oli
pi»nist Hyun Suk Choi Bryan Recital Hall!.. BCSU
Musical Arts Center. Free.
8:00 p.m. Symphonic Band Concert. Kobacker Hall. BCSU
Musical Arts Center. Free.
8-11 p.m. UAO Coffeehouse. Local talent night. Bill Oberlin,
Gregg Anderson and Judy Messina will perform. Admission 50 cents. Open to all. Side Door. Union.

Exhibitions
Display of Miniature Books. Rare Books Room. BCSU
Library.
Fiber by Kathleen Hagan, glass by Kathleen Muleahy. 25 p.m. daily. McFall Center Gallery, BCSU.
Women's Art Alliance exhibit of photography, ceramics,
sculpture, fiber, prints, paintings and drawings. 2-5 p.m.
opening May 4. 10 a.m. -5 p.m. daily thereafter. Sundance Photography Studio and Callerv, 315 E. Wooster
St.
"Functional Forms", exhibit of ceramics by BCSU
graduate student Roy Hanscom. 8 a.m. -5 p.m. weekdays. BCSU Mileti Alumni Center.
Exhibit of recent prints by BCSU graduate student Jon
Rice. Northlight Gallery. 139 W. Wooster St.
Exhibit of fiber by Rodney Myers, paintings by Barbara
Ernst, drawings by Lyn Floriano, sculpture by Steve
Frushour and Sally Hobbib. all BCSU graduate students.
Browsing Room. BCSU Union.
Opens Wednesday thru Friday, 9:30 am-4:30 pm
Saturday, 10 am-2 pm
Sunday, 1-4 pm

29th Annual Student Art Exhibition. 2-5 p.m. opening
Ma> II. BCSU Fine Arts Callery.

Sponsored by BGSU
and tite
Bowling Green Community

Saturday, May 10

Thursday, May 8
Noon

BGHS Instrumental Ensemble. Wood County Library
Courtyard. Free.
BCHS Instrumental Ensemble. BCSU Union Oval Free.
Paul Schneider will discuss his directing career in New
York City theater. 111 South Hall.
Open rehearsal of "Anthony and Cleopatra." Those
attending will have the chance to see New York director
Paul Schneider work with the cast of the forthcoming
production. Free.
8:00 p.m. "Raohoman." the classic Japanese tilm :hat introduced
Eastern culture to the West and inspired numerous
American film-makers. (Subtitled) 210 Mathematical
Sciences Building. Wood Count) Library Courtyard.
Free.
2:30 p.-. Mesltlaashlp and Perfermaace. The Barry Kiener
Trio will perform. Free and open to all. Bryan Recital
Hall, Musical Arts Center.
3:30 p.m. jm Workshop. The Barry Kiener Trio will discuss
jazz performance. Free and open to all. 1004, 2121,
and 3010 Musical Arts Center.
8
P-B- Art Lecture. Bill Keith, philosophy student, will
disucss "Art Theory: A Historical and Formal
Perspective." Free and open to all. Sponsored by the
Philosophy Club. Faculty Lounge. Union.
8-11 p.m. Poetry Reading. Tess Gallagher. University of
Arizona, will read from her works. Free and open to
all. Sponsored by the Creative Writing Program with
assitance from the National Endowment for the Arts.
Recital Hall. Music Building.

8-11 p.m.-UAO Coffeehouse-Local talent night.
Larry Marvar and Lyle Pilcher; Jim Goldson, and
Bob Kachurek; Tom Yackley and Hollie Hibscher
will perform. Admission SO cents. Open to all. Side
Door, Union.

3:00 p.m.

Trombone Extravaganza. BCSU Musical Arts Center
Courtyard. Free.

8:00 p.m.

Creative Arb Program Recognition Concert. Rrsan
Recital Hall. BCSU Musical Arts Center. Free.

Sunday', May 11
1:30 p.m.

"Five Wild Winds in the Woods." featuring oboe, flute,
bassoon, clarinet and French horn. Wood Countv
Library. Free.

-5:00 p.m.

Opening of the 29th annual BGSU Student Art Show.
Fine Arts Callery. Free.

3:00 p.m.

Creative Arts Program Recital. Brvan Recital Hall.
BCSU Musical Arts Center. Free.

4:30 p.m.

Creative Arts Program Recital. Brvan Recital Hall.
BCSU Musical Arts Center. Free.

7:00 p.m.

Creative Arts Program Recital.Bryan Recital Hall, BCSU
Musical Arts Center. Free.

8:00 p.m.

University Jazz Lab Band.
Musical Arts Center. Free.

8:15 p.m.

Creative Arts Program Recital featuring BGHS voice and
instrumental students. Bryan Recital Hall. BGSU

Kobacker Hall.

BCSU
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Brothers ft Goldenheartt of Sigma
Phi Epsiion Beta Fever li one
fever we were glad wai contagious. We even caugtht It ft
shelved the books for an un
torgetable victory ft celebration.
The weekend was great ft so are all
of you Get psyched for bike race.
Love. The Student Nuries. Margie.
Ut » $■»■

TODAY IN THE CARDINAL
ROOM. Buy one regular Ice cream
sundae and get a second one for
1«, between IX and 1:10.
SicSIc: Two time! In 1 week, we
mult really be social. Thanks for
the visit. Love, The DZ's
WFAL steps evtskte with "A cake
A a towel." two 10 speed bikes 4
yes. a let more ast AM Is the AM
that 'stt't.
Chi d get psyched for a week end
of excitement over the border!!
See you there May 10.
Doc. Have a good weekend! I'll
make It up to you very soon. I love
WV'CB,

WANTBiD
to subls 1 bdrm apt. for summer.
Call 153 1511.
3 or 1 person! to lubls. apt. for
The legend of the Sigma Nu bike summer. 3 odrms 1 v. blks. from
racers will live on-- May 10th.
campus $130 mo. plui elec. LaunBETA HOGAMUNGA TEAM
dry rm Helpful landlord 1513405.
Good Luck on Frldayl We want to 3 M. rmtes for Sum. Qtr. S100 mo.
see you bring home that Pig All utll. PaM. M3-7W3.
Trophy two years In a row! Love. F. needed to sublet house. SumIRSONALS
your sllterl.
mer Close to campus Utll. pd.
Goo Phoo Boo Beta Team: To a lob Low rant. TfU'r*
■AE HOOAMUNGA
well done, we're really proud of I M. rmte. to share turn. apt. *>»l
»IGS, PIGS, PIGS, PIGS,
you. Next year, tor sure 11 Love. ich. yr. Close to campus, S110 mo.
>IGS. PIGS, PIGS. PIGS,
rlday May • at 1:00 behind your slstars,
utll. includ. Bob 354-11*1.
[Technology Building, coma out for
Little Janet The Bo Bo slsteri 1 or 3 F. rmtes. needed lor Summer
loiwfunii boar.
Qtr. Call Debl at 353 4397
4ave you Mat MylMafT Check understand the B.G. blues. We Graduate student seeks to share
vlth Campus Safety ft Security. know you're iealous of all the little
black children running down the off campus rent for Fall qtr. 1900.
<W Com mom.
street would a Big Wheel help? Call 414 494-357S.
4EV SENIORS, OET READY TO
Hope we don't wonder too long, we Rmte. needed Summer Qtr. Very
MEET THE CHALLENOE OF
have class tomorrow. Just clsoe to campus Call 153H14.
tTHE ar S" WITH YOUR PLEDGE
because. Janet, we want you to
TO SENIOR CHALLENOE MAY
imlle. Love In the Bo-Bo Bond.
HIM
The Snakes are destined to make It HELP WANTED
Bruce Haflln. The Parly Pic
four In a row at the DU Bike race.
IF THE RECENT TUITION INPhotographer, will be taking out
Delta Zeta wishes to congratulate CREASE HAS GOTTEN YOU INdoor portrait! In front of Prout
Jan & Larry on their DZ-Slg Ep VOLVED IN LOOKING FOR A
Chapel Thura. L Frl. May 119
SUMMER JOB THAT OFFERS
from 4-7 pm. No letting foe. Bring lavaHerlng. Best wishes always.
MORE
MONEY-LOOK NO
a friend
TO THE ONE WHO KNOWS: I
MOREI STUDENTS WHO WORKCuitomlted T-shirts. Jerieyi a.
DION'T MEAN TO SOUND
ED WITH US LAST YEAR
Sportswear. Group rates for date
SMART-ALECKY ABOUT BEING
AVERAOED
BETWEEN
parties, hall parties, fraternity a.
LOST SOMEWHERE OR FIN13000 4000 NO EXPERIENCE
aororlty. Low Cost. Fast Delivery
DING SOMETHING. FOR THAT
NECESSARY. MUST BE WILLCall Tim at IS? S47I.
MATTER. I WILL ALWAYS
ING TO RE-LOCATE. FOR AN INTo Little Bogle. Nice try for all UPHOLD HIGH RESPECT FOR
TERVIEW CALL 151-SeM OR
your effort Your spirit shines YQUI LOVE DAVE.
.
SEND A SASE WITH NAME, MAthrough no matter what! Love,
Sonny. It's too bad you didn't go to JOR • GPA TO: SUMMER
your Gamma Phi Sisters.
Ursullne. so you could buy a real WORK. BOX 1051. BG. OH 41403.
The Toledo Zoo comes to w F AL 10 barracula.
memberships un awaiting BGSU
Responsible help. All shifts. Apply
"Big" Pat. Best of luck to you It
at WFAL. ZOONESS AT WFAL.
3 4
Mon.-Thurs.
the rest of the Sigma Nu team in between
THE AM THAT ISN'T.
the Bike Rac. I'll be out there Ponderosa Steak House. E.
Wowtar.
cheering lor you! Love. "Little"
Sorority need! houseboy for 1980 81
USA
.
school year Call 372 5907
flRSONALS
Sigma Nu's: Saturday'i the day
MARY ARMBRUST. Conaratula
you're put to the test Sigma Nu Summer & tun time employment
liana on your new Rec Cattle.
rlderi will be "breaking away" & a available. Exciting work In the
Mmeastr ooaltlwi.
SENIOR CHALLENOEI SENIOR "cutter" above the rest. Love, the sales ol iewelry No door to door
ill siises.
sales Hourly wage plus commls
CHALLENGE!
!ion. (4191 655 3465 for interview.
SENIOR CHALLENOEI SENIOR
Mlchele: Congratulation! on being CLEVELAND SUMMER JOBS:
CHALLENOEI
Theta Chi Ox Roast Saturday. May tapped Into Alpha Gamma Alpha S3 SOS9.00 per fir College Painters,
Sigma. Get psyched for new Inc. has over 60 poiitloni avail, tor
10. 19t0 At College Park (behind
Ottenhauer) 1:00-5:00. Don't miss pledges because there are a lot <H exterior reiidential work Interrushee'i thli quarter.
view sessions will be held at 1:00
Mi_
every Saturday beginning May 10
Perming Actlvesl
Robby, we alwayi knew you were at College Painters. Inc. 11030
Who
will
It
be? unique! Who else goes to heaven by
Drexmore. Cleveland, Oh 44130.
Beware PR Actlvesl I
way of California & eats
SENIORS, DON'T FOROET TO sauerkraut while "sebr hoch" then (31a) 753*000. Write or call for ap
, .
MAKE YOU PLEDOE TO rum to the itore for quick relief plication.
SENIOR CHALLENOE. MAY from a bottle of kaopecfate? Have Bicycle repairman. Must haw experience.
Send
qualifications
to:
fc*U
you been surfing on the new wave
The Brothers of Sigma Nu wish all or seen pumpkins in the window 3S30 Heatherdowns Blvd. #4.
Toledo. Oh. 43614.
competition good luck In the OU lately? We lu!t wanted to let you
Bl«« Rfce.
know that heaven wouldn't be the
I DAYS UNTIL THE THETA CHI lame without you! Love, your 3
OX ROASTII DON'T MISS ITIII
Angels
FOR SALE
Hey JOHN BOY-Hope you have a Little! Darcy ft Al. thank you for
Brand new blow dryer. The Boss
happy list birthday!! Will you all your support throughout the
Tourlster 1300. 3 air speeds. Call
remember lt?ll»ll? Love. LIZZY year ft especially thl! pa!t
'6106.
i&
weekend. Love, Big Bro Tom.

Quality leather Buikeni clogs,
new, »M, Call 1-otOs.
Kenwood KD3070 turntable. $190.
Audio Technics cartridge Pioneer
SA 950011 amp. SO watts/channel.
WOO. Reckmount, HO 353 3405
Platform rocker, lamps, TV
tables, utility cart, bedspreads,
curtains. 353 1040 after 5.
'71 Catalina Brougham, air, AM
FM sterlo I track, PS, PB. $400.
3734143.
Crate Amp 13" speaker, good prec

"<« imp, 152 Wn. C«" P«VtH
Three 3 piece suits 44 long coats,
34 34 pants. Deal on all three Call
Todd, 151-4315 A.M.
1974 Cutlass Supreme. PS. PB, air,
clean, body fair, runs excell. Many
new parts. $1100 or offer. 353 *917.
Joe.

FOR RtWT
3 bdrm. deluxe furn. apt. avail.
May HtSept 15th 353 1730 or
35TSML
__
Sublet summer only. Fully furn. ef
lic. $155.00 mo. within easy walking
distance to downtown a, campus
Security deposit negotiable. Phone
before I pm 173-3441, 354-15S4.
House for rent 6 glrli needed.
Across from Dlno's, 4 bdrmi Sum
mar only. Call 153 77ot.
House 134 Manville. Females.
Starting June 15. Call 353 6553
Rmte. needed for Summer. Buff
Apts Across from campus $300 tor
whole summer. Own bdrm.
152-7015.
STUDENT APARTMENTS.
.BLOCK OFF CAMPUS. FALL 4
SUMMER LEASES., 2 BDRM.
FURN 353 4671, ASK FOR TOM
Summer furn. upper duplex for 3.
Fall furn lower duplex for 4. Ph.
353 0039.
Subls for Summer. Fum. 3 bdrm.
1300 for Summer qtr Call 353 9120
1 bdrm. furn. opts. 1 avail, now.
others avail. June 15. Some sum
mar rentals. 153 5540 after 4 pm.
134 Sixth St. MNodern 3 bdrm.
apts. AC. Now renting lor summer.
$400 4 elec. for entire quarter. Call
351 5163 or 151-49ea.
APARTMENTS FOR RENT:
3 3 bdrm. apts. for Summer 4 Fa
Located at 315-319 S. Main. Call
Albert Newlove 353 5163
Summer apts. 1 bdrm. fum. $390.3
bdrm. unfurn. $110. Rates for entire summer. 641 third St. 14.
353 4300.
3 fum. houses close-to Univ. avail
tor Summer only. Effective June.
Both art 3 bdrm Call 353 7163 after
5.30 pm.
831 7th St. Fum. 3 bdrm. apts All
utll. turn, except elec. Sllverwood
Bldg. Summer or Fall. John
Newlove Real Eslate. 353 6553
Apts houses 4 rooms. Near campus. Summer rentals only.
Reasonable rates 353-7365.
3 bdrm. unfum. 9 mo. lease, $310
mo. 12 mo. lease, $260 mo. Close to
campus. Call 3514340,
Summer: 3 bdrm. apt., 3 pa eels I
Mk. from campus. AC. aH utll. pd.
Low rout. 1-5747.

elsewhere,
More U.S. hostages are moved
to yet another city by militants
Council, told reporters he expected
the hostages debate to begin
"perhaps in six weeks." Both
rejected the Thatcher suggestion.
A gunman ambushed the 24-yearold son of Iran's Anglican bishop and
shot him dead, reports reaching
London said. The victim, Bahram
Deghani Tafti, an Oxford graduate,
had worked as an interpreter for
foreign reporters in Tehran. His
father, Bishop Deghani Tafti, left
Iran for Cyprus after escaping an
assassination attempt last October.
Informed sources said an
unidentified American woman,
arrested earlier this week on spy
charges, was transferred to the
custody of the Iranian Foreign
Ministry. Iranian revolutionary
THERE WERE these other guardsmen claimed they have
documents proving the woman is a
developments:
Ayatollah Mohammad Beheshti, spy. A U.S. State Department official
secretary of the Revolutionary in Washington said the department

Militants were reported yesterday
to have moved a 12th group of
American hostages from the occupied U.S. Embassy in Tehran to
another city.
Two Iranian leaders rejected a
suggestion by British Prime Minister
Margaret Thatcher that the freedom
of the U.S. prisoners could come
faster because of the cammando raid
freeing Iranian hostages in Ion don.
In Milan, Italy, Iranian Foreign
Minister Sadegh Ghotbzadeh was
quoted as saying the lengthy standoff
could be settled "in an honorable and
acceptable way" once the Iranian
parliament convenes. The second
round of parliamentary voting is
tomorrow.

did not have details about the case.
Beheshti said the Iranian
government arrested a number of
Iranians accused of being U.S. agents
following the failed U.S. rescue
mission.
TEHRAN RADIO said the latest
group of hostages moved from the
embassy were taken to the city of
Gorgan, 185 miles east northeast of
Tehran and only about 20 miles from
the Caspian Sea. The embassy
militants have said they are
dispersing their captives in order to
foil any new U.S. rescue attempt.
On Tuesday, militants said they
sent a group of hostages to Kerman,
550 miles southeast of Tehran. Before
that, the hostages had been reported
moved to Tabriz, Shiraz, Mahalat,
Mashhad,
Jahrom,
Isfahan,
Najafabad, Arak, Qom and Yazd.
Some are still believed being held in
the embassy seized last Nov. 4.

Kennedy, Bush urged to withdraw
from race after latest defeats
WASHINGTON (AP) - Pressure
was building Wednesday on Sen.
Edward M. Kennedy and George
Bush from within their own parties to
withdraw from the presidential race
after the latest round of primaries
saw them fall further behind
President Carter and Ronald
Reagan.
But both Kennedy and Bush vowed
to continue their campaigns despite
landslide losses in Indiana, North
Carolina and Tennessee.
And Rep. John B. Anderson said
those who claim his idependent
presidential candidacy might throw
the November election into the House
of Representatives are using a
"Strategy of fear" to draw votes
away from him.
Texas Democratic chairman Bill
Goldberg was trying to recruit other
state party chairmen to join in
sending a telegram to Kennedy

I
I
I
I

urging him "not to continue the
futility" of his campaign against
Carter.
DONALD MICHEAL, Indiana state
Democratic chairman, said there
would be 10 or 12 signers of the
telegram, which he said was "not an
anti-Kennedy move - it is a proDemocratic Party move."
He said the Kennedy challenge was
draining money from state campaigns.
"You don't have to be too astute a
mathematician to sit down and figure
that it is mathematically impossible
for Senator Kennedy to win,"
Micheal said.
ON THE Republican side, Reagan
has the support of four of his former
rivals for the nomination. Two of
them, Sen. Howard H. Baker Jr. of
Tennessee and former Gov. John B.
Connally of Texas, recently told a
Republican "unity dinner" it was

The Resume
Machine®
Typeset Resumes
352-3538
10 Free Copies
With This Ad

I
I
I
I

H 11 a.

time to declare that the GOP
presidential race was over and that
Reagan was the winner.
In addition, sources in the GOP
who
requested
anonymity
acknowledged there was "a lot of
talk about people making calls
urging him, Bush, to get out, but
nothing definite."
AFTER TUESDAY'S voting in the
three Southern and border states
and in the District of Columbia, the
president had 1,306 of the 1,686
delegates needed for the Democratic
nomination. Reagan increased his
delegate total to 744, with 996
required for the GOP nomination.
Kennedy now has 721 delegates and
Bush has 170.
The closest race Tuesday was the
Indiana primary, which Carter still
won by a 2-1 margin, 67 percent to 33
percent, over Kennedy. The
president won by 75 percent to 18
percent in Tennessee, and by 70
percent to 18 percent in North
Carolina. Only in the district did
Kennedy win, beating Carter by 62
percent to 37 percent.
IN REPUBLICAN primary
balloting, Reagan beat Bush by a 7416 percent margin in Indiana, by 6722 percent in North Carolina and 7418 percent in Tennessee. Bush beat
Anderson, 71 percent to 29 percent, in
the district, where Reagan's name
did not appear on the ballot.
•aSaWMMMM******!*
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The Sisters Of Phi Mu
CONGRATULATE
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DAWN MEADOWS
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% On Being Selected MISS B.G.S.U.
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Good Luck
in the Miss Ohio Competition

FOR RENT
SUMMER
APARTMENTS

lie down
and
be counted.!
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On Any Regular Priced LP Or Prerecorded Tape |
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SATURDAY MAY 10,1980
College Park (Behind Offenhauer)
Its'?

DELTA UPSILON

3rd ANNUALW THETA CHI

DIKE RACE

©X 2Roa0t

11:00 a.m.

1-5p.m.
DEER-HOT DOGS—CHIPS

Dikes donated by Huffy
200 laps/60 miles

AND A WATER DUNKING MACHINE
Proceeds go to St. Jude's Childrens Hospital

come on out and enjoy the fun!!
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Sound Associates'

Anniversary

Sale

Come and celebrate with Northwest Ohio's
largest audio dealer. You'll find amazingly low
prices - and the best service, anywhere.
Encore 77

Electro-Volet Encore 77
3 way 12" speaker system. These
will make stereo sound the
way it's supposed to.

159

Yamaha TC 520
Its the hottest thing on the
cassette deck market now priced
to save you a bunch

95

^
S«l *

IVCAS-S.TV-5
Save with this JO watt amp and
tuner combination
LIST U60 00

I

i

I

250 00

AA&E8Soum6

Save 40%

o YAMAHA

3 Head
l

LIST S329.9S

Metro Sound 7750 w MSSS Amp
Stereo pre-amplifier AMTM
cassette Sendust tape head
plus Dolby Price includes MSSS
ultra fi amplifier 2S watts per
channel and less than 0 1b%THO

95
list 5199 00

329

00

Yamaha TC-720
If you won't settle for anything
less, then this is your choice.
You'll love it!

o YAMAHA

LIST 14 SO 00

LIST 1495 00

Save 20%

39900

SANYO
Signel TKSE
(very Signet cartridge built and
tested by hand

USTSSOm

Sanyo 2016
If you want top quality sound
,ii J budget price this lb watt
receiver has your name on it

DM*
Now everything you need for
lifetime care of your records
comes in one convenient kit

iisT$moo

LIST ilUOUO

Electro- Voice 160
Excellent bass response in a
bookshelf system, great for use
with any amplifier

C CCi

450<

t -Mitt'

Sherwood 71 SO
Certified performance plus an
extended warranty This low
price makes this a top seller

Technics

SAVE 44%

Harman Kardon 3500
Perfection in styling makes this
cassette deck the perfect addi
tion to your system

LIST S19S.no

SAVE 24%

SAVE 20%

HeclToT/bice

10900

179

95

lrSTS2IOf»i

SynrrgiMks 5-53
Our most popular tower now
priced to save

Save 40%

Yamaha m>-71
For the critical audiophile You'll
agree this is the best m the
turntable line Equipped with
Signet TKSE cartridge

Technics SU-1
Our lowest belt drive turntable
featuring low mass S-shaped
tonearm vVith AI 10 cartridge

179

Save 40%
$1 QQ95

LIST S224 SO

SAVE 20%
audio-technica
Audio Technka ST 400
Superb performance at a
moderate price makes this your
best cartridge buy

Save 55%

Q

5

^m
|

Mp ^AP
ti t M -^3

LIST 1209 95

o YAMAHA

by Panasonic

LIST 1169 90

MICRO SEIKI
SHERWOOD

$Q19

UST S7 00

DiscKit
Harman Kardon 4 SO
Quality engineering with this
30 watt per channel receiver

SAVE 20%

HSTi9S00

UST $260 00

JVCAS-7.TV5
More power1 SO watts per
channel less than 05% distor
tion with this combo

fU|lrXI90 &FX1C90
These audio cassettes give you
low noise and wide frequency
response at a super low price

79"

$209

(jfo

t^oyo

Yamaha NS-4
High Compliance speakers
make this quality crafted system
a super buy'

lose Model 301
listen and find out why it s the
largest selling speaker in the
work) today

* <y o a

LIST 1410.00

* YAMAHA

Yamaha CR840
,Yamah«i quality in this super.60
watt receiver 0 01% THD

SAVE 20%

LIST $31900

PHILIPS

199

299"

flQS

UST 118400

LIST 12J9.00

Philips 184
This 40 watt power amplifier
will save you plenty, but you
won't sacnfice quality

JVC

Infinity Col. I
Two 10" woofers. 4" midrange
and two tweeters, and you'll
get concert hall sound in your
living room

Save 33%

Micro SeikiMB-14
Tremendously low rumble, wow.
and flutter Belt drive turntable
With Crado I *e cartridge

379'
LIST 14)0 00

JVC
IVCLA-11
Belt drive turntable with auto
return/shut oft Comes with
Audio Techmca ST 400 cartridge

SAVE 30%

12000
list 1169 00

A4*Vu>&ou*t*6

©YAMAHA
Yamaha
YH-2

S3995

SOME ITEMS LIMITED 2

masiei ctiarge

HURRY! SALE ENDS May 24th
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The Link:
Tireless workers aid community with a iistening ear
by Kathryn Coil
assistant copy editor

It was just too much. He couldn't cope with his
problems on his own any longer, and he had no idea
where to turn. Just yesterday, he lost his final hope
of getting a job, and his food stamps were running
out.
Then out of the corner of his eye, he saw a poster
that read: "The Link - 24 hour crisis intervention
information and referral service." His hopes
soared - maybe they could help him.
This hpothetical situation occurs about 32 times a
day when people call The Link and ask for help, according to Donald P. Gage, executive director of
The Link.
"Counselors are dealing with people who are contemplating suicide, who have problems with their
children or parents, kids who run away, drug and
alcohol problems, people who can't make it, people
who run out of food stamps and travelers who are
stranded
"WE HAVE ALL kinds of information that
enables us to find which agencies will help them,"
Gage said.
"Occasionally, we can help them ourselves," he
said. "We don't tell them to call such and such a
number; we help them ourselves.
"While we can do little about financial problems,
we can be there to help support them emotionally.''
Along with people calling in on one of The Link's
seven phone lines, clients also are invited to walkin.
THE LINK CREATES an informal atmosphere
where clients can meet with counselors without the
formal clinical atmosphere of office social agencies, Gage said.
counselors work one three-hour shift per week,
Gage said. There are usually one or two counselors
at work at all times.

The Link is open 24 hours a day, seven days a
week. Filling all the shifts "is hard, but we
manage," Paul, a Link counselor, said.
The Link has a paid staff of 10, and 43 volunteer
counselors. Also working at the Link are 42
volunteer apprentice counselors, Gage said.
To become a counselor, a person must go through
40 hours of training, which includes lectures,
demonstrations and role playing, and a minimum
of 20 hours in apprenticeship, where the trainee
listens and works with a staff counselor.
"A lot of them (volunteer counselors) are
students. Some of them are community people,
homemakers, blue-collar workers, and some of
them are professionals," Gage said.
"(The names of the following Link counselors
have been changed at their request to protect their
anonymity).
Describing her reasons for becoming an apprentice Link counselor, Liz gave two reasons: "The
first reason is personal satisfaction, being able to
talk to people and help them. The second reason is
that I am always learning. There is no end to it."
Being a Link counselor means knowing almost
everything there is to know, or where to find out
about something.
"If you need to rent a donkey, we would know
how to do it," Paul said.
A counselor can give information or referrals,
but according to Paul, his most important function
is to be someone clients can turn to.

"gets satisfaction from working with people. I just
needed an outlet, and I wanted to work as a
volunteer."
He said that no one would be working at The Link
"if they didn't get something out of it. But they also
have another thing in common - they care and
want to help."
"There are a lot of things a person goes through,
and there is a need to talk them out," he said.
"We don't give advice," he emphasized. "It is
important for that person to come to their own decision.
"We serve as a sounding board. We leave it (decisions) up to the person, but we go through the options with that person," he explained.
"For me, it involves a tremendous amount of
energy and emotion. After a call you feel drained
because you have focused your whole mind and
body on that call," he said.
AS THE RECESSION hits full swing, Gage
predicts that The Link is going to have trouble dealing with more clients and less money.
"We are basically going to have our hands full.
There are three pressures that have to be taken into consideration about social agencies. They are
going to be facing more and more paper work, the
government is tightening their belt and the needs
for services are going to be skyrocketing.
"We have notices that more people are contacting us because of economic problems. More people
are going through crises.
"When you require in the same amount of time
more and more services and more paper work,
something has to give," Gage said.
He added that he would like to see the consolidation of administrative paper work to make social
services more efficient in terms of service.

"THE REASON PEOPLE call is their normal
channels of outlet are broken in some way. All this
place is is a place to get a listening ear," he said.
Paul, a chemistry major, said he wants to be a
doctor, but not a psychologist because "it gets to be
too clinical. The human aspect and the need for
one-on-one is lost and it gets too heady."
Paul said he became a counselor because he

THE LINK OPERATES on a "shoestring

Coping with a changing economic scene:
sales of self-help books increase slightly
by Doug Milbrodt

Has the spiraling inflation rate and
recession caused people to buy
economic, mechanic and financial
self-help books ? Yes, it has, but
there isn't a stampede at the book
counters yet.
The University bookstore and Wood
County Library have noticed a trend
by people toward buying and reading
books with topics related to saving
and making money.
Dana Hall, business book manager
"or the University bookstore, said,
Books concerned with the woman's
ole in finance and on how to cope

loff

$

with inflation are doing very well."
In fact, a book on how to save
money on income tax was a recent
best seller.
SELF-HELP BOOKS also are
doing well, according to Marion
Parker, head librarian for the Wood
Country Library. She said books on
car repairs and vegetable growing
are being read more. She said she
thinks people are realizing it is important to become self-dependent.
Parker first noticed this trend as
an increase in the number of people
getting books to help them prepare
for better careers. It soon changed
into a rush for books such as "Sylvia
Porter's Money Book," which Parker

ANY 14" TWO OR
MORE ITEM PIZZA

2 free

PLUS
16 oz. BOTTLES OF POP
(PEPSI, 7UP, OR DR. PEPPER)

EXPIRES 5-10-80
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA

pS^

security

ed questions, they are drawn from
a larger test bank than before.
Buchanan also is numerically
coding his tests before handing
them out to ensure that he gets
them back when the test is over.
"After the test, I check the
numbers to make sure none are
missing," he said.
The department of accounting
and management information
systems also is "aware of the exam scam," said Dr. Mark F.
Asman, chairman of the department.
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&pectal0:
Canvas Totes with iqaLcbJqg unjbrella
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Pastel Terry Uobes (short sleeves)
fieg $20.00
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f astel Terry Slippers
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The Powder Puff
525 Ridge St.

"TODAY, THEY (the other social agencies)
recognize the role of the paraprofessional. We have
made a lot of progress in coming to a greater
understanding with these agencies," he said.
Besides money difficulties. The Link also must
keep a full staff of volunteers.
"The estimated number of counselors we will
lose in any one year is pretty high. I would
estimate that we will lose between 30 and 40,"
Gage said.
In an effort to offset this. The Link offers a
counselor-training program each quarter.
"The training program is so excellent that even if
you decide later not to go on, you would have gotten
so much out of it." Liz said.
Paul concluded that it does not take anything
special to be a counselor.
"Everyone has the potential ... It is the willingness to show you care and share it with someone.
"Everybody has got it."

from page 1

said is almost always being checked
out.
Hall said the reason people buy
self-help books is to make them feel
better. Books that deal with investing
money, he said, are only practical for
those who are already well off,
although the average consumer still
purchases them.
"People are much more selective
in their buying habits than they were
before," he said.
Parker also sees this trend being
reflected in more people going to the
library instead of purchasing books.
Reading is still popular, but buying
"WE HAVE taken added
reading material has become too
precautions, although the changes
expensive for many, he added.
that have occurred in this department are not all results of the exam scam," he said, citing the biggest change as the elimination of
departmental exams for Accounting 221 and 222.
Graduate student Susan
Duckworth, who teaches Accounting 221, discussed her new testing
procedures.
"I now make up my own tests
fresh, but look at the old tests for
ideas," she said, noting that in
previous quarters, one individual
in the department decided what
would be on the test.
"As an individual professor, I
didn't know what was going to be
on the test until a week before it

was given," Duckworth added.
"Now I test on what I teach."

see what kind of job students are
doing, but many of the problems I
use are completely new," he said.

SHE NOTED, however, that
"accounting is accounting." Just
Statistics is "not a true and
as students were graded as a class false" class involving memorizawith the departmental tests, they tion, he added, noting that a perare graded in the same way with son does not get credit for a prothe individual class exams, she blem on one of his tests unless
said.
w.ork,is shown..
Procedures were reviewed to
improve security in the applied
KEEPING HIS testing process
statistics and
operational the same, Dr. Ronald J. Hunady,
research department. Dr. Robert associate professor of manageA. Patton, chairman, said.
ment, said he is relying on more
"We have had a decent system security instead.
in the past and now are making
"I destroyed the extra copies of
every effort to maintain the my tests and take home exams
security of exams before they are when I am not using them," he
given," he said.
said.
The biggest change for Bruce E.
Making changes in his exams
Johnson, instructor in the applied
statistics department, has been every quarter, Dr. Karl G.
Rahdert, professor of managetightening control on his tests.
ment, noted that there are fun"I NUMBER my tests now so damental questions in this area of
that when I pass them out, I will study that must be asked every
know what I get back and when I quarter.
get it back," he said, adding that
he makes up his own exams and
"Students should get feedhas not changed his format back," Rahdert said, noting that
because of exam scam.
he returns the exams for students
Dr. James Beckett, associate to look at. "I would like to see a
professor of statistics, said that file of tests at the library so that
his tests are basically new ones.
everyone could have an access to
"I like to use similar kinds of it. This might force more teachers
problems quarter after quarter to to make up their own tests."

GOG

... has openings for male and
female counselors. Season
begins on June 16th and ends
on August 24th. Openings also
for waterfront director and
maintenance person.

$mtr Mom ...

budget" of $160,000, Gage said. "The major expense is the phones and that comes out to about
$10,000 a year. The rent is a fairly major expense,
also."
"Funding for The Link comes from the Mental
Health and Retardation Board, United Way, Comprehensive Employee Training Act and the Office
of Criminal Justice." Gage said.
The Link was formed in the spring of 1975 when
two local agencies. Karma and Crisis Phone, combined.
Relationships with other social agencies has not
always been the best, Gage said.
"In the beginning a lot of other agencies were
perceived as looking down on The Link. Then there
was a fair amount of misunderstanding on both
sides.

For more information call Brenda at
352-7037.

NOW OPEN

Jeans & Things
Comer Ridge & Thurstin
Featuring: Painter's Pants
Natural, Red, Green, Yellow
- Blue Jeans & Cords
Bib Overalls
Tuxedo Rentals

LOCAL TALENT
THURSDAY & FRIDAY MAY 8 & 9
8-11 p.m.
SIDE DOOR OF UNION
.50*

Thursday
Lorry Morvor & Lyle Pitcher - 8:00p.m.
Jim Goldston - 9=00 p.m.
Dob Kochurek Tom Yockley &
Hollie Hibscher - 10:00 p.m.

BUFF APARTMENTS
RENTING FOR SUMMER
SPECIAL RATES
All utilities paid except electric
air-conditioned
Phono 352-2975

Ferguson, Corey good combination off, on court
Bowling Green's men's tennis
coach Bob Gill is probably glad that Ferguson is a power player while
Steve Corey and Bob Ferguson Corey stands just 5-foot-6 and relies
became roommates this year. By the more on finesse to win. Yet, they are
same token, Corey and Ferguson are quite successful together.
probably glad that Gill decided to
"Being roommates helps out a lot
make them BG's second doubles as far as thinking on the court goes,"
team this year.
Corey said. "You're going to know
The result has been a dynamite how he's going to react in certain
doubles team that has played con- situations."
sistently well all year and owns a 5-1
Corey is a full-time grad student
record in Mid-American Conference here at the University and is taking
play and a 13-6 record overall.
advantage of an NCAA ruling that
"I would say they have had two allows him to compete as a fifthly ear
bad matches out of twenty," Gill said student because he was redshirted as
of the Corey-Ferguson duo. a freshman.
"Everybody has bad matches, but
Corey, who hails from Mansfield,
when you have only two out of twenty Mass., was 23-4 at fifth singles
that's not too bad."
two years ago and list year
FERGUSON AND COREY seem to finished 17-5 in winning the MAC
be an unlikely doubles combination. sixth singles championship. Corey

started slow this year, but has won
seven of his last 10 matches to up his
record to 9-11 overall.
"I'M USUALLY a slow starter
anyway, but this year I just started
even slower than usual," Corey said.
"I think I'm starting to come around
now."
Unlike Corey, Ferguson specializes
in doubles. Ferguson came to BG last
year after switching not only
colleges, but continents as well.
The Albury, Australia native
transferred from Riverina College to
the University and immediately
stepped into the Falcon lineup at
third singles last season. But after a
mediocre 9-13 record there, Gill
decided to let Ferguson concentrate
solely on doubles this year.

"It bothered me when I first
learned that I had been dropped from
the (singles) lineup, but it really
makes it a lot easier," Ferguson
said. "I can concentrate more on
doubles now and I think I've been
playing possibly the best doubles of
my life."
WHAT MADE Ferguson select BG
out of the many colleges and
universities located in the United
States?
"It has an excellent academic
reputation overseas," Ferguson said
of the University. "It also had a solid
tennis program. People that I talked
to back home told me that if I got
accepted to take it and I couldn't go
wrong."
So Ferguson contacted GUI and Gill

Opposition:
It is a commonly held assumption
that politics and athletics shouldn't
mix, although they often do, as seen in
PresidentCarter's decision to boycott
the Olympic games in Moscow this
summer.
Bowling Green men's track and
field coach Mel Brodt feels that the
United States Olympic athletes are
being used as "pawns" in what may
well be a futile political game.
"I don't think the boycott will be effective unless several other nations
decide to drop out, too," he said, adding that his decision would be to
allow the athletes to participate.
"I believe our athletes should go to
the games and perform in their
events, but I don't thing they should
participate in anything unified, such
as the opening and closing
ceremonies. Our absence from the
worldwide television coverage could
still damage Russia's image as host,
and allow our athletes to receive the
awards they deserve."

"This was an unprecedented event,
one that enhanced Carter's image as a
do-gooder in this election year," he
said, questioning the president's
motives.
However, Brodt said the president
was ill-advised in suggesting the proposed alternate games because they
"would serve no purpose and could
not compare to the Olympics."
"Sites for the Olympic games are
given five years in advance and then
countries barely make it," he said.
"How can you expect anyone to
organize alternate games in five months."
IN AGREEMENT with Brodt was
women's track and field coach Pat
Brett, who said the substitute games
would be "hallow and dissatisfying."

Brett called the boycott situation
"sad" and claimed it could mean the
end of the Olympics as we know them.
"In 1964, the Summer Games are going to be held in Los Angeles and I
don't thing Russia and the eastern
bloc countries will attend," she said,
explaining that the Olympics are not
BRODT ALSO criticized President really meaningful unless they have
Carter, calling him an "opportunist" full participation.
for "flaunting the U.S. victories in the
Brett also said she would have let
Winter Games" by honoring the gold
the athletes go to Moscow because
medal winners at the White House.

"they have worked too hard and for
many this will be their only chance at
the Olympics. In 1984, they will be
past their prime."
SID SINK, a Bowling Green resident and a former Olympic trial participant, also spoke out against the
boycott.
Sink, who finished fourth in the 1972
Olympic trials in the steeplechase
(the top three qualify), said "the
Olympics are for athletes and athletes
only, politicians should stay out."
He agreed with Brodt when be said
the athletes should be allowed to go,
but only to participate in their events
and nothing else.
"We shouldn't help the Russians
showcase the Olympics and thencountry any more then possible," Sink
said. I don't thing NBC should televise
the Games, and I don't think any other
commercial deals should be allowed
that would bring extra money into
Russia."
Sink said he didn't think the boycott
would be effective, even if more countries joined the U.S. in abstention,
because "Russia really doesn't care."
However, University Athletic director Jim Lessig said he supports the

president's decision
"emotional issue."

"Naturally, it is going to hurt the
athletes, but President Carter and his
advisors know more about the situation than anyone else and we should
follow them."
But Lessig said he feels that the
president has been hurt by waiting too
long to announce his plans for the
alternate games.
"IF THE president had come out
with concrete plans for the alternate
games earlier, then maybe more
countries would have joined us in
boycotting and it could have had a
stronger effect," he explained.
Lessig added that the United States
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Soviet Union expected the United
States to boycott and to get so much
support in the effort.
"This is definitely going to hurt
Russia's campaign to be seen as the
good host in other parts of the world,"
he said.
Perkins added that he feels the
United States will be economically efLessig compared this situation to fected by not going to Moscow.
the 1938 Olympics, in which Jesse
"Look at all the money that will be
Owens showed up Adolf Hitler.
lost by NBC (who had television
"Most of the nation was opposed to rights), the people who sponsor our
participating in those Games, too," he athletes, and even Olympic comsaid. "I think we gave Hitler more memorative sales," he said.
public relations than he needed and
The mayor, a democrat, also stressmaybe we're doing the same thing ed more unity between political parhere."
ties in handling this situation in an
election year.
ALSO SUPPORTING the boycott is
"I don't feel the president is handlBowling Green Mayor Alvin Perkins, ing the boycott any differently than he
who said, "This is probably the only would at any other time," he said.
peaceful way that we can get back at
Until something certain is resolved,
the Soviet Union for invading
our Olympic athletes are still in trainAfganistan."
He said that he didn't think the ing, maybe chasing a broken dream.

on this victories in the Winter Games
"rallied Americans behind their
athletes" and caused a great amount
"WHEN THE possibility of a of nationalism. This nationalism, he
boycott first came up, the president of said, is the force that made some peothe NCAA asked the athletic directors ple become anti-boycott and say,
to endorse it and we did," he said, ad- "Well, let's just go over and beat the
ding that the boycott is in the best in- Russians like we did in hockey,"
terest of our national security.
which, of course, can't be assured.
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took the unusual risk of signing him
even though the coach had never
seen Ferguson play. The risk has
paid off.
"Some of his records sounded
impressive enough that I decided to
take a chance, even though I hadn't
seen him play in the past," Gill said.
COREY ALSO came to BG with
some fine credentials, perhaps the
best of anyone Gill has ever
"Everything comes down to the
recruited. As a high school senior, MAC tournament," Ferguson said.
Corey was ranked fifth in singles and "We can go into the MAC with a
first in doubles in the New England losing record and still do well."
area. He has piled up some equally
impressive records on the collegiate
"EVERYBODY KNOWS the
level.
pressure is on now, so they'll
"Over a four-year period of time probably play as well as they have all
he's one of the most consistent year," Corey added. "It's do-or-die
players I've had," Gill said. "When a time."

differ on boycott decision

Coaches,

by Tony Durham

Contact

guy wins 62 matches and he's not
through yet, you can count on getting
his point a lot of times."
Despite the exceptional play of
Corey and Ferguson, BG has had its
problems this year. After finishing
20-$ overall last year, the Falcons
have struggled to a 9-13 mark this
season. The team still hopes to put
things together in time to do well at
the MAC Championships that start
one week from today at Northern
Illinois.

Doubles team gives Falcon netters consistent play

by Jo* Manzar
still reporter

COLLEGE NITE TONIGHT!
6:30 - 9:30
Tank Tops
Reg. $8.00
Tonight—$3.99

All Jeans
In Stock
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Sun Dresses
Assorted Styles
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Tonight—
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COME DOWN AND JOIN
US IN OUR DAILY
CELEBRATION OF

MONDAY NIGHT

MAY 12

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!

ALPHA XI DELTA
PROUDLY ANNOUNCES
ITS NEW PLEDGES
KELLY DYE
CHRISTY WITBECK
JACKIE DIVINE
ROBIN TREEND

With Special Guest
Kitty Hawk
Daily Drink Specials

IN CONCERT

Buy a T-Shirt or Special Glass

MARY JOFINAMORE
TINA JOHANN

Watch For
Special Events
Every
Thursday Night

CONGRATULATIONS
FUZZ/ES
163 S. Main St.

Bowling Green, Ohio

at the
Dixie Electric Co.
Mtfnfti Wy $2.00
Doors OpM * 8 o'clock
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sports,
Cassady keeps 'hopping along'
farm system," Cassady said. "I set
up all the wind sprint programs in
spring training camp."
After winning the Maxwell
Award, the Silver Football and the
Walter Camp Trophy to grace the
mantle next to his Heisman, all won
in the same year, Cassady signed a
(15,000 bonus with the Detroit Lions
in 1956.
Gaining over 4,500 total yards,
Cassady scored 37 touchdowns in
his 1952-55 Ohio State career,
running for 92 yards in the 1965
Rose Bowl. His bonus was the
highest ever given to a professional
football player, and was not
equalled until the Cleveland Browns
signed Ernie Davis in 1960.
f
PLAYING WITH the Lions from
195641, scoring the eighth Detroit
touchdown in the '57 championship
game, Cassady split the 1962 season
between the Browns and
Philadelphia. He closed out his
playing days a year later back in
Detroit.
After his retirement, Cassady
opened up a concrete pipe company.
He later became a manufacturer's
representative to a company mat
sold steel to Yankee President
George Steinbrenner.
When Steinbrenner purchased
Tampa Dry Dock and Shipping
Repair, a subsidiary of TransMarine Management, he gave
Cassady a call.
"George Steinbrenner wanted me
to set up a physical conditioning
program for the Yankees," Cassady
said.
That was five years ago, and
though many programs have been
tried in the past, Cassady is proud
to report that "this is the first one
that's ever lasted."
In fact, Cassady's program has
had such an impact that 21 of the 26
major league teams now use it.
"IT'S A SYSTEM of maintaining
body strength using the nautilis
machines," Cassady explained. "In
order to maintain body strength,

by Kan Koppal
staff reporter

staff photo by Bill Brown

Howard 'Hopalong' Cassady

It was more than 25 years ago
that Howard "Hopalong" Cassady
could be seen running across the
collegiate football fields of
America. Cassady no longer returns
punts, leaps for passes or bowls
over opposing linemen, but he still
gets around.
Cassady, the 19SS Heisman
Trophy winner, has been out of
football since his retirement in 1963,
but he hasn't left athletics. The 46year-old former Ohio State star is
now the Director of Physical
Conditioning and Scout for
baseball's New York Yankees.
The 5-foot-lO, 172-pound Cassady
has been at Warren E. Steller Field
on three occasions this spring in a
working capacity to watch Bowling
Green's baseball team. Cassady
scouts both the Big Ten and the
Mid-American Conference, looking
over players that area scout Jaz
Robinson can't watch.
"I cross scout," the two-time AllAmerica halfback said. "I scout
the players the scout in the area
(Robinson) doesn't get to see."
WHILE SCOUTING encompasses
much of Cassady's time, the redhead devotes his greatest number of
hours to his conditioning duties.
"I set up all the conditioning for
the New York Yankees and their

sports briefs
BG season ends

of their better regular season record.
Representing Ohio in the tournament will be state champion
Youngstown State University, who
beat the Falcons, 4-3, in the title
game of the tournament last weekend
at Kent.

Bowling Green's women's softball
team received notice that its season
is over after they were not selected
for an at-large bid to the Mid-West
regional fast-pitch tournament at
Western Illinois State University this
weekend.
In that tournament left-fielder
Associate Athletic Director Carole Carolyn Kirk, center-fielder Cheryl
Huston said Northwestern University Zook and pitcher Lisa Shelley were
was chosen over the Falcons because selected to the All-Tournament team.

♦LAKE ERIE SPORTS, INCl
«

2nd ANNUAL

Comley honored
Northern Michigan's Rick
Comley has been named 1980 national university division Coachof-the-Year by the American
Hockey Coaches Association.
The announcement was made
Sunday night at the AHCA's annual Coach-of-the-Year banquet
in Las Vegas.

With seven teams in the New
York system, Cassady is in charge
of about 150 bodies. He said he visits
each team three to four times a
year to check on each player's
program and development.
"I LEAVE (spring) camp around
April 10," he said. "Then I go to
scout the Big Ten and MAC. Then I
go back to being physical director."
Despite a heavy schedule,
Cassady still finds time to spend
more than a fleeting moment with
the Yankee club. According to
Cassady, there is not as much
dissention on the team as everyone
believes.
"I don't notice that much difference," Cassady said, comparing
the Yankees to other teams. "We
have the greatest bunch of guys.
This was the best training camp,
except for the strike, I've ever been
to.
"I've been here five years
scouting. I enjoy baseball and I
enjoy working for Steinbrenner.
George has been fair to me," he
added, saying that he would reenter football in a coaching
capacity if the right opportunity
arose.
CASSADY is not unfamiliar with
the life of a baseball player. He
played on the same OSU squad with
Frank Howard, Dick Young (former BG baseball coach) and Galen
Cisco (Montreal Expo pitching

coach). Yet, he was recruited from
the Columbus area, the bulk of that
credit belonging to former Falcon
football coach Doyt L. Perry. Perry
held the OSU backfield coaching
position from 1951-54.
Perry's pupil is reminiscent of the
great coach in more than one way.
Modestly dressed in a blue N.Y.
Yankee sweater to parallel his
diamond studded Yankee World
Series ring, Cassady reflects those
from his era who believe there are
many unjusts in athletics.
"College football is the minor
league for the pros," Cassady said.
"They can step right into the Job.
What gets me is professional
football teams have been stealing
college coaches and players
forever."
Cassady said it is unfair for
professional teams to take coaches
from the college ranks, then try to
take legal action like when Chuck
Fairbanks left New England to go
back to coaching college ball.
"They're taking every available
opportunity that can possibly be
taken," he said of the professionals.
"They've taken everything, but
haven't given anything."
Though outspoken, Cassady
blames management, not the
athlete himself.
"When I played ball, you played
both ways," he said. "The athlete
today has a lot more opportunity for
detailed and scientific training. He
has all the advantages you have for
the more sophisticated society."
That advancement includes the
new salary structure that has been
created since Cassady signed that
(15,000 bonus.
He said that when it costs $50 to
see Paul Anka for an hour and a
half, and he is being paid $200,000 a
day to sing, fans receive a bigger
bargain by paying $5 to see Reggie
Jackson and Ron Guidry perform
twice as long.
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SIDEWALK SALE
SHOES
t 20-50% OFF BRAND NAMES +
f10% OFF ALL WARM-UP SUITS*

with
more prizes
to make your
spring quarter
the best!

TIGER
MANY
BASKETBALL *
BROOKS
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TENNIS *
NIKE
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SPECIALS
ADIDAS
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TRAINING *
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RUNNING t
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you have to work out. Exercise
doesn't give your body strength.
"We feel that if they (players)
can maintain the same body
balance throughout their career,
they'll be a better player for the
Yankee organization."
Cassady said that it is important
to use the nautilis machines
because a player is more apt to
injury by over-developing one side
of his body. He added that while it is
an optional program, Steinbrenner
frowns on non-users.

522 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green
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ARE YOU AWAKE?
If so, this is for you:

Thurs. May 8 and Fri. May
From 4 to 7 p.m.
On The Green In Front Of Prout Chapel
No Appointment Necessary
You Will Receive Two Sets Of
Proofs, One For You And One Mailed
To Your Parents.
If You Like, Bring A Friend!

Bruce Heflin, Photographer

-4 coke six packs everyday

:
:
:
:

DGSU GOLF
COURSE
Now open for ploy

-5x3 ft. Coke beach towels
-10 memberships to the Toledo Zoo
-WFAL party nights and party mugs
-And two 10 speed bicycles later this month

BR00DA1E STABLES
14810 Freyman Rd.
Cygnet, Ohio

• SPECIAL LOW MORNING RATES
STUDENT 9 - 2.50 - 18 3.00
OTHERS 9 3.50 18 5.00

(indoor arena for sound system & dances)

• FACULTY MEMBERSHIP
(FULL 1980 SEASON)

$140.00

• STUDENT MEMBERSHIP
(FULL 1980 SEASON)

TRAIL RIDING,
HAYRIDES AND
PARTY FACILITIES

$75.00

• LESSONS...AJ. DONAR. PRO.
UNIVERSITY CHARGE AND
MASTER CHARGE WELCOME.

FALL, WINTER & SPRING QTRS.
REGISTER NOW FOR SUMMER COURSES
FOR CREDIT AND NON—CREDIT
For More Information call 655-2193 (Local call)
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Welcomes Its 1980 Spring Pledges
Jim Aikens
Pete Allenspach
Jeff Bahnsen
Tom Barracato
Tom Bertke
Bill Clevidence
Mark Demmler
Terry DeRammelaere
John Dorko
Chris Frye

THE

Bob Holloway
Tom Kiefer
Brian Kalamanka
Steve Losure
Cres Mapes
Dave Poska
Greg Rees
Dave Schenderich
Ben Schlaiser
Ty Vincent
Dave Wendt

1980 - 81

ALL-SPORTS PASS
Check Registrar's Mailing This Week for Details.
BGSU'S STUDENT TICKET BARGAIN \
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Demented doc claims horses kill
by Bart Porter
Reflecting upon the recent Kentucky Derby and the
glamor surrounding that annual event, one can easily
be blinded by the sensational beauty of the young
horses dashing around the soft dirt track, blazing a
trail toward glory. Yet, beneath the galloping race for
the Triple Crown, lies the reality that horses might be
a menace to mankind.
The horse has become almost as symbolic of vintage Americana, as the American eagle because
historically it was the horse that guided the early settlers across the plains and mountains, over the
sacred Indian territory against their wishes and
allowed those brave immigrants to colonize the
American West.
Horses were the lifeline to the nomads of the West,
pulling the heavy wagons loaded with people, furniture and firearms and carrying the scouts, cowboys
and Indians without a single complaint that the
riders should lose a little weight before forcing them
across the prairie.
HOWEVER, despite the many benefits the horse
provided at that time, there is a growing paranoic
trend within the American society not to look upon
the horse as a beautiful animal, but as a dangerous
creature capable of secretly imposing death upon unwary riders.
In a recently released book, titled A Contemporary
Analysis ol the Concentrated Malicious Danger
Secretly Concealed by Domesticated Animals in the
United States and their Impact upon the Modern
American Cultural Society, Dr. Aristotle I. Imbibealot,
director of the United States' Department of Deviant
Beasts, presents a detailed study of horses and their

qualifications as messengers for the Grim Reaper.
According to Imbibealot, who refers to himself as a
reformed cronic alcoholic, horses possess "a secret
hidden something that somehow causes people to
eventually die."
IN THE SAME manner he presented the connection between Soviet-made shoelaces on Russian driving instructors and the sandles worn occasionally by
some members of the Aztec Indian tribe in his earlier
publication, The Influence ol Aztec Shoe Repair
Methods upon Parallel Parking Procedures Behind
the Iron Curtain, Imbibealot points out that horses
are responsible for terminal illness as a result of old
age.
Despite their gallant beauty, evident intelligence
and life-of-the-party personalities, horses are constant carriers of death, Imbibealot said.
"The responsibility of horses for the deaths of
millions of people is clearly evident In the literally
thousands of documents I have gathered in my
travels around the continental United States during
the last few weeks of my study," Imbibealot said.
ACCORDING TO IMBIBEALOT, the 19th century Is
the most prudent example of the widespread outward deadly tendencies of horses toward human beings.
"The horse was a primary source of transportation
for people during that century, despite many claims
made by the railroad.
"People rode horses everywhere, relying upon
them for all their transient needs.
"And now, most of the people who lived in the 19th
century, who rode horses during that century, are
dead.

"I BELIEVE HORSES had a definite hand, or rather
hoof, in these deaths," Imbibealot said.
Imbibealot said he attempted to contact about 700
people who used horses in their everyday lives during
the 19th century, but discovered all but one to be
dead.
The sole survlver of the "horse massacre" resides
in a cave in southern Arizona where he believes
himself to be the only Civil War cannon foder living in
that state, Imbibealot said.
The documented explanations for these deaths attributed the reaching of the final reward to old age,
various diseases, accidents and even gunshot
wounds inflicted during the Civil War.
"I believe horses may have played an intricate part
in inciting battles between Confederate and Union
soldiers during the war, but so far I haven't found any
conclusive data to prove this or any of my other
theories," Imbibealot said.
IMBIBEALOT said his new book, which was first
published in March, has been selling at an
"incredibly slow rate."
However, he said he attributes this to the fact that
his reputation has been "soiled" by recent allocations that he is writing books merely to "make money
on popular fads."
Imbibealot said he expects sales of his book to
pick up soon and has begun work on a new publication, to be titled Elvis' Doctor Reveals How Secret
UFO Drugs Aided in the CIA Coverup of the Involvement ol Religious Cults in Watergate.
Upon completion of his third book, Imbibealot said
he intends to settle down with his Tinker Toys and
create the first child-proof nuclear missile.
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Fresh club music aim of The Best
by Jim Von Schilling
Does Bowling Green have a taste for
The Best In popular music? Steve
Athanas certainly hopes so.
As founder and lead singer of The
Best, Toledo's homegrown New Wave
band, Athanas earlier this week
described his music as something
fresh for the menus of local clubs and
radio stations.
"We try to mix the old with the new,"
he explained to students attending
Popular Culture 280 (Introduction to
Popular Music) Monday afternoon. A
typical night's fare for The Best, according to Athanas , might include some
old Motown classics as appetizers,
followed by a smorgasboard of current
New Wave cuts, with maybe some
Tommy James and the Shondells whipped up for dessert.
WHEN THE BEST takes over
Howard's Club H this Memorial Day
Weekend, though, they'll be serving
some of their own concoctions as well.
Just last week the group recorded their
first single, soon to be released on
their own label-Best Records.
"We're planning to walk all the way
from Toledo to Cleveland with copies
of the record," Athanas revealed of the
group's strategy to win airtime on
Cleveland's WMMS-FM, the Mount
Olympus of radio's rock stations.
Success might come easier for The
Best, according to Athanas, "if we

played Foreigner, Bad Company, Van
Halen-the kind of music that's
everywhere around here. We do play
dancing music, but we're different-and
we don't want to compromise."
IN FACT, Steve formed The Best
with his two brothers, Dave Athanas
(guitar/vocals) and Michael Ivory
(bass/vocals), along with Tom Toth
(keyboards/guitar/vocals) and Chris Arduser (drums/vocals)-all ex-members
of other local groups-precisely
because they were tired of playing
what satisfied the club managers.
Now, although maybe not bestsuited for every club in the region, the
group is steadily developing a circuit
of nearby college towns and cities.
One of those college to ns is likely
to be Bowling Green if The Best's
premiere engagement at Howard's
Club H last month is any indication.
The energy they tapped and
generated proved that part of the student body is indeed ready for The Best
in town, namely the part that twists
and shouts at the start of any classic
'60s or '80s dance rocker.
The Best is yet to come for those
who catch them at Howard's for the
first time this Memorial Day Weekend.
But newcomers, take note: You may
find the place packed with last month's
satisfied customers. After all, when
you've tasted The Best, why settle for
less?

photo courtesy of The Best

The Best ara (left to right) Stave Athanas, Chris Arduaer, Dave Athanas, Tom
Toth and Michael Ivory: "We do play dancing music, but we're different - and
we don't compromise."

SUB ME QUICK

Ramones jam at MSU
by F.L. Carollo
New Wave music has really arrived
in the Midwest.
A mammoth concert of New Wave
music was presented last Saturday at
Michigan State University, with the
Ramones as the headline act on a concert bill that featured six other bands.
The high-Intensity, high-volume set
played by the Ramones was the
highlight of 12-hour music marathon.
In concert, held In the Jenison
Fieldhouse of the MSU campus in East
Lansing,
was
called
"Elght-a-Day-for-the-Elghties."
In addition to New York's Ramones,
the lineup included groups from nearby
Detroit and as far away as Australia.
But the Ramones were the most wellknown band to appear, and received
the most enthusiastic response from
the crowd.
THE RAMONES are a throwback to
the days when any high school rock
band could hope to make It in the big
time.
They have the most elementary instrumentation possible with one lead
singer (Joey Ramone), one guitarist
(Johnny Ramone), one bassist (Dee
Dee Ramone) and one drummer (Marky
Ramone).
Their musical philosophy is equally
simple-play it louder, play it faster,
play It with more sheer energy, but
most of all just play it.
Behind the apparent simplicity, and
simple-mindedness, of their approach,
the Ramones have a profound
awareness and appreciation of the early Sixties radio music that is a large
part of the Inspiration for New Wave.
They are the ultimate garage band.
AT THE "EIGHT-A-DAY" concert, the
Ramones played the crowd as much as
they played music. They whipped the
audience into a frenzy with such
power-chord epics as "Sheena Is a
Punk Rocker" and "Suzy Is a Head
Banger.
"Virtually everyone was standing

and shouting throughout the entire set,
and the band returned for three encores.
The performance was high-lighted
by rousing renditions of "Pinhead"
(with the line that has become the
group's slogan, "Gabba Gabba hey!"),
"Gimme, Gimme Shock Treatment"
and "Rock'n'Roll High School." It was
an hour of musical madness that was
not even approached by any of the
other artists at the concert.

•

THE RAMONES also are featured in
the 1979 film Rock'n'Roll High School,
which will be presented as the midnight movie of UAO Campus Films the
weekend of May 15-17 in 210 MathSciences. In the film, the Ramones portray themselves and perform the title
song.
Other groups that were popular with
the audience at the "Eight-a-Day" concert Included Carolyne Mas, a female
vocalist who appeared with an extremely energetic backing group, and
MI-SEX, an Australian quintet with an
appeal remarkably similar to that of
The Clash.
Also noteworthy were Wreckless
Eric, an English singer, and his band,
and The Textones a Los Angelesbased band featuring two women on
lead guitars.
All of the artists (especially MI-SEX)
seem to have what it takes to make a
mark with the public In the future.
The concert was rounded out by
Gary Fabulous and the Black Slack
and by The Loyds. Neither group was
particularly distinguished. An eighth
band (completing the Eight-a-Day), Battered Wives, was scheduled, but did
not appear.
"Elght-a-Day-for-the-Eighties" was
an artistic, if not a commercial, success. It was a major showcase for
several promising new groups and a
triumphant return to MSU for the
Ramones.
The concert was one of the biggest
productions of the year, and certainly
qualified as the major promotion of
New Wave music In this region so far.

Yes, thats right!
Dosed on WFAL's survey,
Sub Me Quick was
voted *1 for

BEST SUBS IN B.G.
AT PAGUAI' S EAST WE
SERVE DINNER FOR
EVERYONE!
Introducing: stuffed shells &
hsognaat EAST
fc,y

Introducing an assortment
of Wines
for lunches and dinners
We still have all our other
delicious Items . All
available for delivery.

Pogliai's
EAST
440 C. Court 352-1596
11 am-2 am
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Entertainment for some: work for others - ha
by Jeff Diver
"Three on number eight," the long-faced man says at
the two-dollar window. As he takes the ticket, the drama
begins; the odds flash across the tote board, and the
horses and their drivers prepare for the one-mile race.
Excitement lashes the man until number eight
crosses the finish line-in last place. His losing tickets
are tossed into the air with a heavy sigh.
The long-faced man lost, but he will try again in the
next race. However, elsewhere in the grandstand betters are joyously celebrating their new-found wealth.
WINNERS AND losers alike gather together every
racing night at Toledo's Raceway Park, 5700 Telegraph
Rd.
"It's a lot of skill and a little luck," Eddie Kiefer, director of public relations, remarked about betting on the
harness races.
He said that alleged "inside information" on which
horse will win can lead a better astray.

THE TRACK grandstand was destroyed by fire, May 1,
1977, possibly from a cigarette, Jim Matuszak, assistant public relations director, said.
Even though the fire caused several million dollars
damage, the track was reopened five months later, he
said.
Although harness racing may seem simple, many
hours and hands are needed for a night of racing. From
the track announcer and photo finish cameraman to the
drivers and blacksmith, all have a key role in the racing
business.
Track Announcer. John Pawlak
In his two years and 1,900 races he's called at

Raceway Park, track announcer John Pawlak sees his
job as informing and promoting.
"Some (announcers) have quite a bit of flare..but I
like to keep it low key," he said. "If you try to get too colorful, you'll miss something.
"I'M BASICALLY here to give information to the bettors," he added.
Pawlak said he picks out the front four or five horses
in the race and concentrates his announcing on them
But when the horses come within 100 yards of the finish
line, he stops announcing so the judges can make the
final decision on the winners.
"There's a million things that can happen from the
time they leave the gate until they cross
the finish line." he said.
PAWLAK SAID his announcing falls into
patterns, including phrases like "making the
big move."
"It (the job) gets boring near the tail end of
the season. It's a lot more fun when a lot of
people are in the stands," he said.
Pawlak said his job is full-time: when he's
not announcing, he does radio and television
promotion, group parlies and outings.

KIEFER SAID many stores in the east are selling slide
rules and computers for handicapping the horses and
picking a winner.
"I'm not interested in betting myself," Kiefer said.
"I'm too busy to have time to handicap the races.
"Actually, I'm far more concerned with the sport," he
said. "We try to promote the excitement of harness racing."
Raceway Park, Toledo's only horse racing track,
races from roughly March to December. Kiefer said the
track grounds has a capacity of housing 800 standardbred horses in 18 barns.

PAWLAK WORKED at WTOL and WBGU
before getting his job at the racetrack. He
also was a student at the University.

"I'm basically here to give
bettors... there's a million
from the time they (the h<
until they cross the finish

"Actually, we don't have high
rollers here, that's just in the
big cities."
"THERE IS NO barn number 13 because the drivers
believe it's unlucky," he said.
Kiefer said the drivers race for purses ranging from
$800 to about $10,000, which is distributed among the
top five finishers of that race. Then the top five finishers
divide the money between themselves, the horse's
owner and the trainer.
Before any of the purse money is distributed, the
horses are required to have blood and urine samples
taken and sent to Columbus, Kiefer said, to detect any
chemicals that could affect the outcome of the race.
Certain medications are permitted.
IN THE GRANDSTAND, spectators buy tickets, ranging from $2 to $50, and cash in previous winning tickets
at the service windows.
Kiefer said there is no maximum number
of tickets an individual can buy, but added
that "bookies are not allowed.''
"Actually, we don't have high rollers here,
that's just in the big cities," he said. "If you
have husbands and wifes here together, they
are not going to bet more than they can afford."
KIEFER SAID a lot of businessmen and
politicians come to the track.
Exotic wagering such as the daily double,
quinella, exacta and trifecta also are
available.
The betting total or "handle" an average
night at Raceway Park is about $240,000, he
said. Of that handle, 17*i percent is taken
out for the racetrack, state tax and race
purses.
RACEWAY PARK opened in 1959 with
thoroughbred racing, and In 1962 added
harness racing during the summer months.
Thoroughbred racing stopped in 1972 when
conflicts with Michigan tracks forced the
park to race during the winter months, and
jockeys would not oblige, Kiefer said.
"I enjoy harness racing more than
thoroughbred racing," he said. "I think
there's more skill involved, knowing and
reading fhe horse and being very, very alert.
"I think it (harness racing) is more of a
county fair atmosphere," he added.

"'I've always been a racing fan since I was
little, growing up in Cleveland," Pawlak said,
explaining why he accepted the position as
announcer. "You've got the announcing
skills, so why not?"
,
Photo Finish: Aaron Harvey
"I haven't done anything I'd regret, but I've
made a lot of mistakes and lost a lot of
money," photo finish cameraman Aaron
Harvey said.
staff photo by Dale Omori
Calling them as he sees them, track announcer
John Pawlak (above) checks his program during one
of the races. Photo finish cameraman Aaron Harvey,
(below) develops a negative to show the judges:
"Speed is very important."
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arness racing
More specifically, Harvey said he lost more than $1
million in Paramount Pictures' stock during the depression ot the 1930's.
"I HAD 15 cents in cash when the banks closed," he
said.
Harvey was a tilm photographer of news and movies
for Paramount for 11 years. He said he even worked on a
Bing Crosby movie.
Later, he and a friend started their own photo finish
business, Harvey said, adding he held a copyright on his
photo finish machine for over 40 years. He named his
machine the "Eye in the Sky."
"The name was one thing that happened over night. A
newspaper man thought it up and I bought it from him
for $25," he said.

staff photo by Bill Brown

Driver and trainer: Jeff Fout
AFTER HE SOLD his photo finish company and allowed the copyright to expire, he
began working at Raceway Park, nine years
ago. At 80, Harvey said he has no thoughts
of quitting.
"I've seen too many (older) people die
when they go to Florida and sit on their rear
ends," he said.

Even though he has had seven accidents in his two
years of racing at Raceway Park, driver and trainer Jeff
Fout said he will still risk whatever it takes to race.
"I'm not thinking about getting into a wreck but you
do have to be careful," he said. "I don't think this is as
dangerous as racing cars."
FOUT SAID that in one of his accidents, he broke
several ribs.
"You can't think about having accidents. If you do,
you won't win because you're scared."
Fout, 27, is the leading driver at Raceway Park-he has
recorded 26 wins already this season. Last year, he
finished as the second leading driver.

"Age has nothing to do with it. Some of
your best writers and artists start at 60," he
added.

ve information to the
in things that can happen
horses) leave the gate
ih line."

FOUT TRAINS 16 horses and races about seven

"I had a guy two years ago
come across the fence and
was going to kill me because
my horse fell (in a race) and
he said I did it deliberately."

AS PHOTO FINISH cameraman, Harvey
photographs the finish of each race,
develops the negative and screens it to the
judges in an adjoining room. He said the process takes him about 30 seconds.
"Speed is very important," he said.
Harvey said no racing results are official
until the judges have inspected the
photograph of the finish.
"Every race is a different race. It's like
show business; every day's a new day," he
said.
staff photo by Tim Westhoven

horses each racing night, some of which are for other
trainers and owners ("catch driving").
But Fout said it takes months of training to prepare a
horse for its first race.
Fout said he has been in the horse racing business
for 10 years, beginning his career working for his wife's
father, Joe Marsh Jr., the World Harness Racing champion in 1973 and one of the leading drivers at the major
New York tracks.
"I FEEL LUCKY that I learned from somebody that
knows what they're doing," Fout said. "He (Marsh) was
always finicky and picky so that's the way I am."
Although he lives and spends almost all his time with
the horses, Fout said, "I wouldn't do anything else." But
he said the work has its pitfalls.
"I had a guy two years ago come across the fence and
was going to kill me because my horse fell (in a race)
and he said I did it deliberately," Fout said, adding that
he takes such incidents in stride.
Driver and trainer: Steve Martz
Horses are like people: they are different and have to
be treated different, according to Steve Martz, a driver
and trainer at Raceway Park.
continued on page 6

Top right, the horses dash to the finish line as the
enthusiastic crowd looks on. Above, driver and trainer
Jeff Fout (left) and farrier Steve Lashelles discuss
shoeing one of Fout's horses. Left, driver and trainer
Steve Martz brushes down one of his horses: ' It's
hard to find people who have interest In the work."
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Academics of pop culture examined
by Kim Van Wart
It is all around us-in what we do, the
things we use, and the places we go.
Popular culture is unavoidable, being part of every person's daily life, according to John G. Nachbar, assistant
professor of popular culture.
'Popular culture constitutes 90 percent of our daily environment, and it Is
appropriate that we study it," he said.
"It will help us understand the world
in which most of us live, most of the
time."
IN A NEWLY published book, Currents ol Warm Lile: Popular Culture in
American Higher Education, Nachbar
points out that popular culture has
become a legitimate academic subiect.
A year-long investigation of trends In
popular culture courses and programs
throughout the United States was the
basis of this book, co-authored by
Nachbar and Mark Gordon, a graduate
assistant In the department.
Information for the book came from
surveys mailed to 2,500 college faculty
members, as well as to members and
subscribers of various popular culture
associations and publications.
"WE SAMPLED about one-sixth of
all four - year colleges and made
educated guesses about other universities because of our lack of time and
funds to survey them all," Nachbar
noted.
Results of the survey show that in
the 300 colleges surveyed, about 2000
courses are offered in popular culture.
About 20,000 popular culture courses
are offered to students around the
United States. Nachbar noted.
The survey also indicates that one of
every 11 college students today has
taken a course in popular culture, and
an average of 11 popular culture
courses are taught at each of the
schools surveyed.
"BECAUSE so many people have
been taking popular culture courses In
the last decade, it (the subject) has
become embedded In our educational
system," Nachbar said.
"The idea that people enjoy things,

and more importantly why they enjoy
these things, is what we are all about
in this department," he said.
Bowling Green is the only school in
the country that has given popular
culture departmental status, he added,
noting that in 1973, "the department
here became a department in its own
right in the college of Arts and
Sciences."
NACHBAR is the educational programmer for the Popular Culture
Association, a national organization of
teachers and students interested in
popular culture. The University Is the
national headquarters for this association.
Both undergraduates and graduate
degrees are attainable in popular
culture at the University, with more
than 60 courses available, 20 in the
popular culture department alone.
Courses that can be classified with
popular culture exist In other departments, Nachbar noted.
He also said that popular culture
students enter a variety of fields upon
graduation. Post-graduate Information
from 1972-79 Indicates that many
university graduates entered communications.
OF 60 GRADUATES from this department, 24 became teachers, and others
obtained positions in audio-visual production, freelance and technical
writing, and journalism and media archlvlsm. One '75 graduate, David N.
Feldman, Is a programing consultant
for NBC, and Michele S. Gallery, a '74
graduate, is an award-winning script
writer for the "Lou Grant" show.
Of the respondents to Nachbar's
survey, 40 percent said they believe
popular culture courses will increase
at universities during the next several
years.
Many people think popular culture
courses are easier than other classes
he continued. "This Is right In that people have an initial acquaintance with
the subject (popular, culture), unlike
beginning from scratch, but It is also
wrong because the courses do demand
a close analysis and sense of creativity, just as other courses do."

from page 5
"A lot of horses are like children,
they don't want to cooperate," he
said.
MARTZ SAID some of the 24 horses
he trains have to be pampered.
He said he drives all the horses he
trains plus catch drives for other
trainers. In addition, Martz and his
partner, Gary Miller, own eight or
nine horses.
"You have to like It (the business)
or you wouldn't be In It," he said.
Martz said each of the horses he
trains has its own schedule, Including
four or five miles of daily jogging for
most horses.
ON RAINY DAYS, Martz uses an
inside conveyer belt to work out the
horses.
"It (the conveyer belt) has gotten so
popular that 10 or 12 trainers on the
grounds have them," he said, adding
that the machine costs about $4,800.
Martz, 27, originally from Celina,
said he has been in harness racing
ever since he was a child, watching
his father race.
"I always was fascinated by the
races," he said.
MARTZ SAID he did not start the
beginning of this season at Raceway
Park because he was racing In
Louisville.
In addition to housing horses,
Martz also has several goats.

I KMler

Jack Nachbar reads over a copy of his recently published book Currents
ol Warm L/fe -- Popular Culture In American Higher Education which he coauthored with Mark Gordon.

The buck stops in Miami
MIAMI MILLIONS by John Maccabee. Scheduled for publication In
July by Bantam Books, Inc., New
York. 416 pagaa.

It put on the Willlg family. Strained
relationships and shady dealings
resulting from the hunger for the
crisp, American dollar take their toll
on the lives of each character.

by Frank Rizzo
"In Louisville, I had a mare that
wouldn't eat. So when It saw the
goats eating their grain, It got jealous
and started eating," Martz said,
adding that the goats have a calming
affect on the horses.
Martz stressed that one of the most
Important things In horse racing Is to
get reliable help or "grooms."
"It's hard to find people who have
Interest in the work," he said.
Farrier: Stava Laihallai
Steve Lashelles Is a shoe salesman
of a different kind — a farrier.
Seven days a week, Lashelles fits
horses with shoes. He is one of four
farriers at the blacksmith's shop at
Raceway Park.
"It's a challenge. Every horse Is
different and so are the trainers,"
Lashelles said, measuring a hoof.
"It's a good living."
LASHELLES SAID he shoes eight
to ten horses a day. The average price
charged by the farriers for shoeing
one horse Is $37.
He said he can fit a horse with
shoes in about an hour.
Lashelles, 30, said he was a harness racing driver for seven years and
did all his own shoeing, getting his
experience on the job.
He said he has been working at the
race track for 11 years and plans to be
there for "quite a few more years."

How do you write a history book?
The usual way Is to present
everything In a factual manner, leaving nothing to doubt.
However, John Maccabee has
done It another way. Miami Millions
is his fictionalized account of the
development of Miami, Fla., from an
Indian outpost into one of the
world's largest pleasure resorts.
Maccabee builds the story around
the Willlg family, who migrated to
Miami from Columbus, Ohio, to
develop land, enjoy the Florida sunshine and In the process, become
rich.
THE STORY Is related through the
eyes of George Sloate, a character
who also left Ohio to seek fortune In
the sun. Sloate meets the oldest
Willlg son, Sam, and quickly
becomes a close friend, business
associate and confidant of the familyFrom Its slow beginning In 1925,
the plot carries Sloate and the
Willlgs through the automobileInduced Florida land rush, the
Depression (which did less damage
to the Miami economy than it did In
other parts of the nation), war and
the aging of everyone as the money
was made and put to use.
The meat of the story Is the constant wheellng-and-dealing In land
development and the pressures that

DOLLAR SIGNS are stamped on
everyone. Bea Wlllig, the mother
abandoned by her husband, acts as
the family's financial guru. Her son
Sam Is the scheming land developer
who makes as many enemies as
friends. Her other son, Jon, Is an ambitious circus tycoon. Her daughter,
Diana, Is the attractive, globetrotting heiress Interested only In
her wealth and an active sex life.
After a few years of Involvement
in real estate, Sloate leaves Miami
to attend law school. When he
returns to the Willlg family as a
legal counsel, his life becomes
forever entangled with the destiny
of the family members.
Maccabee Includes historical
events In the novel such as the costly hurricane that destroyed Miami In
1926, an assassination attempt on
President -elect
Franklin
D.
Roosevelt In 1933 and a tragic
circus-tent fire. These and occasional bedroom-romps add spice to
the story.
UNFORTUNATELY, a few parts of
the story describe business deals
which can only be appreciated by
real-estate fans.
The book Is not going to thrill
anyone with its simplistic plot,
though it has Maccabees use of
factual events In Its favor. Without
the history, It Is like any other novel
about rich people and their money.
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Blanc voices a career
by Keith Jimsson
A group of about 30 students
gathered Tuesday to gaze at a little
man with a Bugs Bunny tie hunched
over a collection of chalk drawings of
cartoon characters In front of the
University Union.
Some stared out of amazement,
some out of confusion. One girl even
tripped over the sidewalk as she walked because she was staring at the man
with the vaguely familiar face.
But with the words "suffering succ;otash,"the identity of Mel Blanc, the
man behind the voice of countless
Warner Bros, cartoon characters, was
no longer a secret.
BLANC DIDNT always have it so
easy. It wasn't until a commercial for a
credit card three years ago that Blanc
said people started to associate a face
with his voice, a recognition that he
believes was long overdue.
"That was the greatest publicity I
ever had. It was the first time in 40
years to show what the hell I looked liked," Blanc said. "If I knew how much
publicity I was going to get, I would
have done it for free."
Although Blanc started performing
on radio in 1927 in Portland, Ore., It
wasn't until 1937 that he made It In a
field of entertainment now so closely
associated with hlm-cartoons.
"IT WAS VERY difficult to get Into
cartoons. I tried for a year and a half,"
he said. It was not until the man who
kept turning him down for a Job had

died and his replacement took over
that Blanc landed the Job.
The 71-year-old performer's first
voice characterization was that of a
drunken bull. Since then his repertoir
has multiplied astronomically.
Blanc was in an automobile accident
in 1961 which left 23 breaks In his right
leg alone. His stay in the hospital gave
him his first chance to count his
voices.
"I STARTED ONE morning early and
fell asleep around midnight. By that
time I had passed the 400 (voices)
mark," he said.
Blanc, who still walks with the help
of a cane, said no gadgets are used in
his voices, all of which are developed
by him.
Of all his years performing and
visiting childrens hospitals and colleges, he has received only one major
complaint: "A mother wrote in and said
I was making her son stutter like Porky
Pig.
"WE WROTE back and said if her
son could stutter like Porky, bring him
in the studio because we had work for
him. We never heard from her again.
"My main point now a days Is that
humor is so lacking...to know you can
bring a little humor is a great satisfaction," he said.
Blanc, who still does the voices for
Warner Bros, cartoon productions,
does not see retirement in his future,
despite his age. "I'll never retire until I
kick off because I enjoy my work so
much. I don't like to think ofstopping."

"Suffering succotash!" Mel Blanc examines chalk drawings on the
sidewalk In front of the Union that depict some of the cartoon animals he
brings to life with his voice characterizations.
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SONIA JOHNSON
WILL SPEAK IN
BOWLING GREEN
ON MAY 8TH ABOUT
THE CONFLICT BETWEEN HER
FEMINIST BELIEFS
AND HER RELIGION.
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An Entertainment Utility

Did you know that May is
National TAVERN MONTH and that
this Saturday is the
MANAGER'S BIRTHDAY? Well, it
is! So come on out as the "DIXIE
TAVERN" Throws the WILDEST
BIRTHDAY PARTY TOLEDO has
ever seen! Don't forget
at 12:00 midnight everything
in the place goes on special
INCLUDING THE MANAGER!
Doors open at 8 o'clock.
Come plug yourself in.
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